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PERSONALITY
ANDBACKGROUND
CHARACTERISTICS

OFWOMEN
IN ASEXTYPICAL
OCCUPATIONS
Jeanne Parr Lemkau

To date, no study of occupationally asextypical womenhas compared
a group of womenin predominantly male fields to womenof equal education
in predominantly female fields.
and atypicality
ture.

The correlates of academic attainment

of career choice are therefore confounded in the litera-

The purpose of the present study was twofold.

determine whether there would be correlates

The first was to

of asextypicality

above and

beyond those related to academic achievement and to determine the nature
of these, in a design comparing asextypical professional womento their
equally educated sextypical counterparts.

A secondary purpose was to

see if Bern's finding of an association between low sex-typing on the Bern
Sex Role Inventory and willingness to engage in cross-sex laboratory
behavior would generalize to asextypical occupational behavior, and to
experiment with the use of situation-specific

instructions

on the BSRI

in the process.
Participants were recruited from a variety of agencies, industries,
and other sources in the Rhode Island and eastern Massachusetts area.
For inclusion, womenwere required to be American-born, under 50, employed at least 20 hours weekly in either sextypical or asextypical employment, and to have earned the masters degree in 1974 or earlie~.

The

166 recruits were each sent a data package which they were to return by
mail and which included, (1) the BernSex Role Inventory (three instructional sets,

11

On the job 11 and 11in a social situation"

11
),
and "your ideal woman

self-descriptions

(2) biographical questionnaire,

and (3) the

Cattell 16PF, FormA. Eighty-two percent, or 135 womenreturned the data
package.
Both groups were found to be characterized by factors consonant with
their high level of education, for example, high parental education, high
family stability~

adequate SES, white race, and family values consistent

with upward mobility and academic success.

Relative to womenin general,

both groups tended to score high on such competency-related traits
Cattell as intelligence,
ness.

forthrightness,

self-sufficiency,

on the

and assertive-

On the BSRIboth groups tended to be highly androgynous, showing

almost equal and high endorsement of positive items of both masculine and
feminine stereotypes.
In comparison with the sextypical women,the asextypical womenwere
younger, more likely to be firstborn,

to have had working mothers, and

to mention males as important influences on their career development.
Trends suggesting higher achievement motivation in asextypical womenand
greater conventionality amongthe sextypical womenwere also noted.
the Cattell,

On

the asextypical womenshowedmore extreme scores on competency-

related traits,

though in general, the significant

group differences were

more related to the role expectations and behaviors appropriate to the
respective work involvements of .the two groups.

On the BSRI, the asex-

typical womentended to be androgynous but slightly more sex-reversed
than their sextypical counterparts, with significant
resulting from slightly

group differences

lower endorsement of feminine items.

Group differences are discussed in tenns of the enrichment hypo11

thesis" of Almquist and Angrist.

The data suggest that the asextypical

womenmay have more frequently experienced family situations which en~
couraged the development of broad sex-ro 1es, h_i gher achievement motivation,
greater valuing of male as well as female activities,
11

11

11

11

fort and self-confidence in engaging in traditionally
areas.

and greater commale achievement

In addition, the asextypical womenhave more frequently been

exposed to a cultural environment enriched by feminist ideology.
In tenns of the BSRI the results of the present study support Berns
1

association between low_sex-typing and cross-sex behavior.

High academic

attainment can be seen as asextypical for women,and both groups tended
to be androgynous in their self-descriptions

on the BSRI. The women

doubly engaged in cross-sex behavior, by virtue of their asextypical career
choice, were even less sex-typed.

The use of the BSRIwith situation-

specific instructions was supported, with significant

effects of Instruc-

tions found for Masculinity, Femininity, and Androgynyscores, raising
questions about the more standard use of the BSRIwith global selfdescription instructions.
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CHAPTER
I
INTRODUCTION
Few are the womenin contemporary American society who pursue serious
work in occupations which traditionally

have been seen as appropriate for

men only; law, carpentry, medicine, or conege teaching, for example.
And few are the womenwho pursue the highest academic and professional
credentials

in even such traditionally

teaching or nursing.

female-appropriate

occupations as

A 11feminine 11 womandoes not participate,

let alone

excel, in "man's work". Nor is she expected to function at the highest
level of competence in any occupational field,
emotionality,

and non-assertiveness

since the dependence,

that co~prise the feminine stereotype

and ideal (Braverman, Vogel, Braverman, Clarkson, and Rosenkrantz, 1972)
work against competent functioning in all but protected environments.
Womenwho are occupationally competent in terms of either high level performance in sextypical work or participation
quiring competency traits

in "male" occupations re-

are faced with the dilemma succinctly expressed

to a womanmedical student in the 1920's, "You are not a man, you are
not a woman. You are an unsexed thing studying medicine out of morbid
curiosity"

(Lopate, 1968, p. 26).

the contradictory
first

Though rarely so blatantly

stated today,

pressures on womento be competent, yes, but "feminine"

remain.
The present study focuses on one group of competent and highly

achieving women,those who hold the masters degree and pursue asextypical
occupations. _ For the purpose of this investigation,

a field is defined

as asextypical for womenif at least 75%of the participants
Occupationally asextypical womenare of interest

are male.

to both the pragmatic

2

social scientist

and to the personality theorist,

both the possibility

for they represent

of moving beyond the barriers of occupational

segregation in the United States and of integrating a high level of
independence, rationality,

and competence with being female,

Occupational Segregation
For the practically

oriented social scientist~

an examination of

occupationally atypical womenmay shed light on one dimension of the
occupational segregation that plagues the United States labor force.
Over seventy percent of the working womenin the United States are in one
of four occupational spheres considered appropriate for women: nursing,
teaching, secretarial,

and social work (Tangri, 1972).

Not only is it

the case that just a small proportion of womenare involved in asex~
typical employment, but there is little
labor along sex lines is declining.

evidence that this division of

After a careful ana1ysis of United

States census data, Gross (1968) concluded that there had been no change
in occupational segregation from 1900 to 1960, and that sexual segrega~
tion in occupations surpassed racial segregation in severity.

Although

the percentage of womenin the work force has climbed dramatically over
the past decades, Gross notes that,
the movementof womeninto the labor market has not meant
the disappearance of sexual typing in occupation. Rather,
the greatest expansion in female employmenthas been
accomplished through the expansion of fields that were already heavily female, through the emergence of wholly new
occupations ...
which are defined as female from the start,
and through females taking over previously male occupations
(p. 202).

.

Although some inroads toward integration have been made since Gross' analysis, data from the 1970 census are generally consistent with the trends

3

he describes.

For example, the increased proportion of womenprofessionals

is largely accounted for in terms of increased numbers of womenin the
sextypical fields of teaching, social work, nursing, and health "related
fields (U.S. Department of Labor, 1975). The outlook for the future is
not promising.

In 1972, Koontz, then director of the Women'sBureau of

the Department of Labor, noted only very limited changes away from the
persistent

concentration of womenin college majors which would prepare

them for sextypical work and continued occupational segregation.

As the

percentage of womenwho enter the work force rises each year, so does
the urgency of the occupational segregation issue ("Womenat l~ork", 1976).
While the general rule has been for womento work in ''appropriateu
feminine occupations, the exceptions are noteworthy. There have long
been female physicians, lawyers, physicists,

etcetera,

numbers might have been. Even when social and political

small as their
pressures have

been keen, there have been outstanding rebels, from George Sands to Marie
Curie and Margaret Mead. While I do not wish to minimize the role of
economic and political

factors in creating and maintaining occupational

segregation (See Blazall and Reagan, 1976 for review), as a psychologist
I believe that family background and socialization

factors may be signifi-

cant in fostering the movementof womenagainst the mainstream of societal
expectat ion.
facilitate

Knowledge of the background and personality factors which

atypical career choice may suggest means of counteracting the

occupational segregation status quo.
Androgyny
From a more theoretical

perspective, recent conceptualizations

role, its measurement, and its relationship

of sex

to behavior, aptly relate to

4

a consideration of occupational sextypicality.

In the Brovennan

research, the typical and ideal womenwere found to be perceived as
low on characteristics
characteristics

related to competence as well as high on
11

11

related to warmth and expressiveness
11

11

relative

to

men. In sharp contrast to this ideal is the popular image of the
career womanas highly competent but only at the expense of warm, nurturant,

11

feminine qualities.
11

This either/or

approach has been legiti-

mized by a myriad of psychological measures which treat femininity and
masculinity as opposite ends of a bipolar dimension.
Recently this traditional

manner of measuring masculinity and

femininity has been seriously criticized

(Bern, 1974; Bravermanet al.;

Constantinople, 1974). Bern,Martyna, and Watson have argued that to
the extent that masculinity and femininity represent complementary
clusters of positive traits,

it should,

be possible, in principle, for an individual to be both masculine
and feminine, both instrumental and expressive, both agentic and
communal,depending upon the situational appropriateness of these
various modalities; and even for an individual to blend these
complementarymodalities in a single act, being able, for example,
to fire an employee if the circumstances warrant it, but to do so
with sensitivity for the humanemotion that such an act inevitably
produces (1976, p. 1017).
Consistent with this line of reasoning, Berndeveloped a Sex Role Inventory (BSRI) based on the treatment of masculinity and femininity as two
independent unipolar dimensions of traits

typically considered more

socially desirable for one sex or the other.
The BSRIis an instrument based on a Likert-type scale yielding a
Masculinity score, the mean endorsement of items in one's self-description thought to be more socially desirable for men than women,and a

5

Femininity score, representing the mean endorsement in one's selfdescription of items thought to be more desirable for women. A third
score, the Androgynyscore is based on the difference between the
Masculinity and Fem,ninity scores, and represents the degree to which
one's self-description

approaches an equal blend of masculine and

feminine characteristics.

According to Bern,a womanwith a high

Femininity score and a low Masculinity score is sex-typed, a womanwith
a high Masculinity score and a low Femininity score is sex-reversed,
and a womanwho equally endorses both sets of items is androgynous.
More recently Bernhas expressed the need to further divide the group
of androgynous women. Those who show a low endorsement of the masculine
and feminine dimensions have been reclassified

as undifferentiated,

reserving the androgynous category for those who highly endorse both
dimensions (Bern, 1977).
Bern's work subsequent to the development of the BSRIsuggests that
it is those who are highly sex-typed who are least likely to engage in
cross-sex behavior.

In one experiment (Bernand Lenney, _1976), sex-

typed, sex-reversed, and androgynous womenand men were asked to choose
which of a pair

of masculine, feminine, or neutral tasks they would

prefer to perform for pay, in a deception design in which they were told
that photographs of people doing things were needed for research at
another university.

Even when resisting

asextypical choices cost them

money, the sex-typed individuals were more likely than either androgynous or sex-reversed persons to prefer sex-appropriate activities.
Moreover, in a later part of the experiment, when required to engage in
cross-sex behavior, sex-typed subjects reported greater psychological
distress

and more negative feelings about themselves.

The androgynous

6

and sex-reversed persons did not differ in expressing little
In brief,

distress.

it appeared that asextypical behavior was motivationally

problematic for sex-typed individuals and that they would actively avoid
it as a result.
In her earlier work, Berndemonstrated that androgynous individuals
show the greatest flexibility

of behavior.

In a 1975 study, for example,

she showed that androgynous people demonstrated both greater "masculine"
independence under conformity pressure and greater "feminine" nurturance
in an opportunity to interact with a kitten than either the _sex-typed
or the sex-reversed individuals,
or both of these situations.

who showed behavioral inhibition

It was the highly sex-typed womenwho

showed the greatest behavioral deficits,
in the independence situation
kitten.

in one

showing reluctance not only

but also in their interactions

with the

In a follow-up experiment, Bern,Martyna, and Watson (1976)

found that the low nurturance of the sex-typed females in the "kitten"
experiment did not extend to interactions

with humans, and replicated

the earlier finding of greatest behavioral flexibility
gynous individuals.

amongthe andro-

The authors concluded that for both men and women

sex-typing does appear to restrict

ones' functioning in both the instru-

mental and expressive domains.
Returning to the issue of asextypical occupational behavior , one
would expect occupationally atypical womento be high on the 11masculine 11
competency dimension. First,

independence, assertiveness,

ty are essential for adequate job participation

and rationali-

in manymale-dominated

occupations, particularly

in the professions.

Second, by virtue of being

pioneers on traditionally

male occupational turf, these womenwould need

7

the independence and self-reliance
ideal.

not consonant with the feminine

However, the image of the womenin male-dominated occupations

as competent only at the expense of llfeminine11 nurturance and sensitivity
did not jibe with my own exeperience.
Bern's work relating

Nor is such a view consistent with

low sex-typing and cross-sex behavior.

Following

Bern's line of reasoning, high competence does not imply low nurturance,
and her data would lead one to suspect that womenin cross-sex occupations
might very well be androgynous. One of the expectations of the current
study was that a close examination of these womenwould show that they
are not highly sex-typed but that their
addition to and not instead of their

11

masculine 11 competence is .i!!_

11

feminine 11 warmth and expressiveness.

Purpose of the Present Stu<!l_
In American society, academic achievement beyond the high school
level is atypical for womenas well as men. It has not been demonstrated
that there are correlates

and determinants of sextypicality

of career

choice above and beyond those related merely to academic achievement.
The available research on the personality and background characteristics
of womenin male-dominated occupations is inadequate in this regard for
two reasons.

First,

research to date has focused on the characteristics

of asextypical womenat high levels of education--doctors,

lawyers, ar-

chitects , etcetera , except for a very few studies on womenpoliti cians ,
artists,

and business executives.

characteristics

Virtually nothing is knownof the

of womencarpenters, miners, pilots or other asextypical

womenat lower education and status levels.

Second, when research has

compared asextypical womento other groups, education has never been
adequately controlled.

Thus, all studies to date have left confounded

8

the issues of high educational achievement and the sextypicality
career choice.

of

For example, Patrick (1973) compared a group of womenin

professional _ graduate programs (all male-dominated) with a group of housewives who differed on at least three dimensions, their level of education,
their involvement in a career, and the sextypicality

of their major role.

Other studies have comparedoccupationally atypical womenwith:
participants

male

in the same occupations (Bachtold and Werner, 1972); women

in the general United States population (Astin, 1969); womenof lower
educational attainment (O'Leary and Braun, 1972); norms for females on
tests (Bachtold and Werner, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973), or no group at all
(Epstein, 1973). In brief, while the available data indicate some variables which may relate to asextypical career choice in women,it would
be premature to conclude that there are factors related to asextypicality
per se and not merely to high achievement, since the research has focused
almost exclusively on highly educated women,and no study has controlled
level of education for female comparison groups.
The major purposes of the present study are two.

One purpose is to

demonstrate that there are background and personality factors which relate to occupational sextypicality

above and beyond those related to high

academic achievement. The existence of the sextypicality
be demonstrated by a comparison of occupati onal rebels
11

fields with occupational

11

conformists

11

11

dimension will
in asextypical

in sextypical fields,

of both groups uniformly hold masters degrees.

The particular

where members
background

and personality variables to be considered in the present study have been
drawn largely from past research, to be reviewed shortly.

9

The second major purpose of this study is to assess the relationship of Benis concepts of sex-typing and androgyny to non...laboratory
1

asextypical behavior.

High academic achievement in itself

can be con~

sidered as cross ...sex behavior from both the standpoint of the minority
status of womenwho complete graduate degrees, and the necessity in,,.
herent in academic achievement of .exercising
assertiveness,

and rationality.

11
unwomanly
independence,

11

If Bern's laboratory findi _ng of greater

inhibition in cross-sex behavior amongsex-.typed individuals generalizes ',
it would be reasonable to expect womenreceiving masters degrees to be
less sex-typed than the general population of women.
Those womenwho not only achieve academically but pursue degrees and
occupations in traditionally
sex behavior.

male domains are doubly involved in cross-

If sex role socialization

is a critical

mediating force

in determining the direction of occupational commitmentin women,and
if the positive relationship

between sex-typing and inhibition of cross-

sex behavior in the Bernresearch holds in regard to occupational behavior,
one would expect occupationally asextypical womento be even less sextyped than the sextypica l women.
Review of the Literature
Over thirty studies were found bearing on the characteristics

of

occupationally asextypical women. Only studies published in the United
States with American subjects are included.
career orientation

Because the validity of

in predicting later career participation

has been

seriously questioned (Harmon, 1967, 1970) the current review excludes
studies on career orientation amongadolescents and college students.
In light of the increasing strength of pressures toward femininity during

10

the adolescent and co11ege years ( Komarovsky,1946), most recently conceptualized in terms of fear of success (Horner, 1972), it seems reasonable to distinguish between those who arrive at full career participation
and those who drop out along the developmental path.

The present review

thus includes only womenpresently working in asextypical fields or
currently active pursuing doctoral or professional degrees
in their chosen
.
.

asextypical fields.
History of Relevant Literature
Although the psychological literature

was systematically searched

from 1930 to the present, no relevant research was found published before
1960. Ironically,

in 1930, a year lauded as a peak for female involve-

ment in higher education and the professional work force, there were
only four citations

under "occupations--women" in the Psychological

Abstracts, one of these being an article

relating female occupations to

preferred coital positions (Kassbacher, 1930). Termanand Oden
in 1959 showed equal insensitivity

to the serious issues of employed

womenwhen they wrote "it is debatable whether the fact that a majority
of gifted womenprefer housewifery to more intellectual

pursuits rep-

resents a net waste of brain power" (p. 145). Progress has been a long
time coming, and in 1963 Mulvey could still

accurately note "the complete

lack of comprehensive data on psychological and sociological factors
and their interaction

as they affect career patterns of women"(p.316).

With the feminist revival of the 1960s and 70s, the issue of women's
career involvements has finally come into its own. The importance
of women's occupational choices and achievements in understanding

11

female development is now reflected in a rapidly expanding body of literature on womenwho work.
Empirical literature

on the asextypical dimension of womens' career

involvements is very recent, with reference to "pioneer'' womenand those
in "male-dominated"
fields appearing only in the seventies (Nagely, 1971;
.
..
Patrick; Standley and Soule, 1974), Relevant studies for the present
review began to appear in the 60s in the form of articles
and background characteristics

on personality

of womenin various professions and gradu-

ate programs. As has been mentioned, relevant psychological literature
on non-professional but asextypical womenv1orkers is minimal, and the
present review is thus restricted

to studies of womenin asextypical

professions and to a few studies of womenin politics

and business.

Persona1i ty_ Characteristics
What kind of womenare involved in so-called
tions?

mascu1ine11 occupa-

11

Bachtold and Werner have reported data from a series of studies

comparing the personality characteristics

of various samples of asextypical

womenwith each other and with comparable samples of men. Together they
have obtained personality measures on academic PhDpsychologists (1970),
three generations of womenpsychologists (1971), female biologists
chemists who appeared in Who's Who(1972), womenartists
Who's Hho (1973), and womenpoliticians

and

and authors from

in state legislatures

(1974).

Most recently Bachtold (1977) has compared all of these groups with each
other.

The research tool in all of their studies has been the Cattell

16PF which gives scores on 16 relatively
represented as bipolar traits,

independent personality factors
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There are striking similarities

amongthe asextypical women
sampled from these divergent occupations. The mean sten scores 1 for
all of the groups fell consistently above six on six scales and below
five on one, indicating that they differed from "womenin general'! on
these dimensions. Thus across the occupations represented, the atypical
womenwere brighter (B), more dominant (E), adventurous (H), imaginative
(M), radical (Ql), resourceful (Q2), and confident (0) than womenin
. general.
sociability

All groups, with the exception of the politicians

for whom

is a necessity, were more aloof than the norms.

O'Leary and Braun used the Cattell 16PF to study womenPhDs in
"masculine" fields,
specified).

matched PhDmen, and womenwith BAdegrees (field un-

They found female PhDwomento be significantly

more emo-

tionally stable, dominant, and resourceful than either the womenBAsor
the male PhDs. At the .10 probability level they found the PhDwomento
be more aloof, imaginative, and radical than either of the comparison
groups.
A striking pattern emerges in both the Bachtold and Werner series and
in the O'Leary and Braun study.

In general, occupationally asextypical

womenseem to be different from womenin general on the same characteristics

they share with occupationally similar men, that is, the same

tra i ts tend to distinguish both men and womenin a given occupation from
their same sex norms. WhenBachtold and Werner compared Cattell profiles
of male and female politicians,
strong similarities
tional class.

psychologists, and scientists,

they found

between the male and female profiles in each occupa-

Further confirmation of this trend is · available from the

1standard score based on 10.
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Constantini and Craik study (1972) where the Gough-Heilbrun scales of
the Adjective Check List were used to assess personality traits
500 female and male politicians
and federal levels,

of over

from California serving at local, state,

Although no significance data are given, females

scored highest relative to their sex norms on self-confidence,

dominance,

and achievement, and lowest on succorance, abasement, and deference.
Exactly the same pattern was evident for the male sample relative

to

their sex norms. The O'Leary and Braun research showed not only that
their PhDwomenwere more dominant, stable, and resourceful than other
womenbut that they exceeded male PhDson these dimensions, suggesting
that womenin asextypical occupations tend to have even more of the
11

right

11

qualities

than men in the same fields.

In the studies cited above, there were many dimensions on which the
occupationally asextypical womenwere not found to differ from womenin
general.

For example, the politicians

in Constantini and Craik's re-

search scored less than half a standard deviation from the mean for their
sex on nurturance, affiliation,
valued traits

and heterosextuality--all

related to the warmth and expressive
11

11

positively

feminine cluster

discussed by the Brovermans. On aggression, these womenwere similarly
close to the nonn. Taken as a whole, the groups studied by Bachtold and
Werner did not di ffer consiste ntl y from women in general on the following
scale dimensions: Affected by feelings versus emotionally stabie, Sober
versus happy-go-lucky, Expedient versus conscientious, Tough versus
tender-minded, Trusting versus suspicious, Forthright versus shrewd, or
Impulsive versus controlled.

Nor did 0 1 Leary and Braun find these scales
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to distinguish womenPhDsfrom BAswith the exception of showing the
PhDs to be more emotionally stable.
Helson s study of female PhDmathematicians sheds further light on
1

the persona1ity characteristics

of asextypi ca1 women(1971).

She gave

her 44 subjects a number of personality measures in an attempt to differentiate

those judged most creative by experts in their specialty fields

1rom those of average creativity,

On the California Personality Inven-

tory, the mathematicians as ·a whole peaked on Psychological Mindedness
and Achievementby Independence, scoring low on Social Poise and Assurance. WhenQ sorts were done by psychologist-observers after an assessment weekend, the descriptions most frequently given for the womenin
general included Genuinely values intellectual
11

Appears to have a high degree of intellectual

and cognitive matters;
capacity; Values own indepen-

qence an~ autonomy; Is a genuinely dependable and responsible person; and
Prides self on being objective and rational.

11

By her comparison of the most creative participants
Helson s study sheds light on personality correlates
1

to the others,

of exceptionality

within an al ready highly se l ect group of competent women. On the CPI,
the particularly

creative womenshowedeven greater Flexibility,

Achievement by Independence than the rest.

and

Observers described the highly

creative women as even more unconventi onal , int el lect ual , narcissistic ,
and original than the rest, with a flavor of what Helson describes as
11

rebellious independence.

11

in contrast to the above-mentioned studies, Patrick failed to find
personality differences beyond the chance level on the Edwards Personality
Preference Schedule when she compared professional and homemakersamples.
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Both groups, drawn from graduates of elite colleges showed high need
for Achievement and need for Autonomy,and low need for Deference.

How-

ever, the role of their autonomyand achievement needs ?id appear to
differentiate

the groups.

To a. TATstimulus, professionals were signifi-

cantly more likely to write stories where achievement needs were based
on the desire for competence and independence while the homemakerswrote
stories where approval and conformity seemed to motivate achievement.
Do occupationally atypical womenexperience more stress or show
more signs of neurosis than other women,by virtue of their deviance from
normative female occupational behavior? There are only limited data relevant to this question.

In the study of politicians,

Craik found "counseling readiness

11

Constantini and

to be the fourth highest score for

womenbut the third lowest for men. A high counseling readiness score
represents an individual
status''

worried about herself and ambivalent about her

11

(Goughand Heilbrun quoted in Constantini and Craik, p. 225).

Since the pattern evidenced by both men and womenpoliticians
ized by competency traits
with traditional
reflect

is character-

congruent with the male ideal but in conflict

femininity, this counseling readiness difference may

the greater role strain and conflict experienced by these women.

Standley and Soule present data which confirm a 11role strain" hypot hesi s . Over half of the femal e ar chit ects , lawyers , phys i cians, and
psychologists in their study reported that they had experienced more
emotional problems than the average womenand that they had experienced
difficulty

coping with them. The psychologists reported least emotional

difficulty

while the architects

the most, suggesting that the more asex-

typical the occupation, the greater the stress for the female participants.
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Helson administered the MMPIto the mathematician participants

and

found that the mean scores for both high and average creative groups
were all within normal_limits? though the creative group scored higher
on seven of the eight scales.

Helson suggests that the elevated profiles

may reflect greater personality complexity and less defensiveness among
the creative subjects.

While they may have more psychological difficult-

ies than the comparison women,Helson notes that their MMPIprofiles
reflect

high ego strength as well, suggesting substantial coping skills

to deal with the stress inherent in not only participating
in cross-sex
11

11

fields.

but excelling

The finding of O'Leary and Braun that both women

and men PhDs scored higher than comparison BAwomenon the MachV scale
of machiavellianism or ability
11

to manipulate the environment" supports

the notion that those womenwho attain the PhDhave unusual coping
capacities.
In summary,the available literature
ipate in traditionally
competency traits

male occupational domains tend -to score high on

typically expected and desired of men but not women

in our culture, traits
etcetera.

suggests that womenwho partic-

of independence, dominance, resourcefulness,

These womentend to score low on the more ladylike 11 character11

istics of deference, succorance, and sociability.
exception of the lower sociability

of occupationally asextypical women,

higher scoring on competency traits
on the more positive traditionally

However,with the

does not seem to imply low scoring
11

feminine traits.
11

the data suggest that these womenare not different
in such traits

as sensitivity~

heterosexuality,

On the contrary,
from womenin general

and emotionality.

Thus,

the picture which emerges would support the claim of Bern(1974) and
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Constantinople that masculinity and femininity are not fairly represented
as one bipolar dimension, but that it is possible for individuals to
exhibit an androgynous mixture of both competence and nurturance, blending
the positive dimensions of both "masculine'' and '·'femininen ideals.
Data in regard to the emotional healthiness of these womenare scant
and ambiguous. On the one hand, with more of the 11right
a given occupation than the men in the same fields,
strength and self-confidence,
skills for their difficult

11

qualities

for

and with good ego

these womenappear to have adequate coping

positions.

On the other hand, many report

stress or produce personality profiles indicative of same. It appears
that those who do report stress or whose personality profiles suggest
higher stress tend to be those who either excell in their chosen field or
participate

in the extremely male-dominated ones, consistent with a role11

strain11 point of view.
BackgroundVariables
Sibling status.
of first-borns

Numerousresearchers have noted the preponderance

amonghigh achievers.

PhDand professional womenrepre-

sent a unique body of achievers si nce their occupational status puts them
at odds with "femininity" in the eyes of others.
Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg (1970) note that the national percentages
of birth order positions i n any given year fluctuate vlidely , f rom a peak
of 43% first-borns

in 1942 to a low of around 27% in the 1960 s.
1

Which-

ever year one uses for comparison, the data on occupationally asextypical
womenconfirm that for this group of high achievers too, there is a
greater than average numberof first~borns.
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Of the over 1000 PhD respondents to Astin s survey, 47% were first
1

or only born.
firstborn

She notes the above average likelihood of being either

study of professionals,

57%were firstborn

females in their families.

to be firstborn

1

and 75%were firstborn

Only a single study reporting birth order

data failed to support this trend.

artifact

In Standley and Soule s

or fourth or later in her sample.

Patrick found 45% of her professionals

but 56%of her comparison housewife sample, perhaps an

of the restriction

in range of her samples, both drawn from

graduates of highly elite

colleges.

for both samples relative

to the general population, a finding consistent

with the relationship

The rate of firstborns

between being firstborn

was high

and high academic achieve-

ment.
Twostudies suggest that womenin atypical occupations are likely
not only to be firstborns,

but to have unusually few brothers.

than a third of Helson s mathematicians had. brothers.
1

womenwere more frequently firstborn

The more creative

and had fewer brothers than the

others (though the small sample precluded statistically
differences).

Less

significant

Only three of ten highly creative womenhad brothers,

and

even the exceptions were noteworthy; one had no father but a single older
brother, another had a single brother ten years younger.
The most remarkable data in regard to birth order come from Hennig s
1

study of womenbusiness executives (1974).

Sampling 25% of the 100

womenin the United States who were presidents or vice-presidents
major American businesses,
and all were firstborn!

of

she found that not a single one had a brother
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In summary,womenwho attain the_ goals of PhD, professional status,
or high achievement in asextypical fields are more likely to be first~
born than would be expected in the general population.

Havi_ng.no

siblings or female rather than male siblings may increase the trend toward
female occupational competence, at least in some fields.
_Foreign origin,
participation

Country of origin appears to relate to female

in asextypical work. Though the pattern of the relation-

ship varies with the occupation in question, there is a strong positive
relationship

between foreign background and high intellectual

amongthe womenstudied.
foreign born.

achievement

Astin reports that 15%of her PhDwomenwere

Of the American born, 27%had foreign born mothers and

33%had foreign born fathers,

as compared to 14%foreign birth in the

comparable age group in the general population.

Helson reports that

41%of her PhDmathematicians were born abroad, and those ranked more
creative were even more likely to have been foreign born than the others
( p -< • 10).

Epstein (1968) interviewed 54 womenlawyers and found that 46%
had foreign born fathers and 43%had foreign born mothers.
ethnicity may be an artifact

Such high

of her NewYork sample. Over half of her

sample was Jewish, and, in light of the strong intellectual

tradition

of

Judaism, this, rather than the foreign ori gin, may be the more salient
factor.

In a later study, Epstein (1973) interviewed a sample of black

NewYork professional women. She found one-third of her sample to be
of W
est Indian background, though this may reflect

a sample bias.

On the negative side, Patrick found no difference in foreign origin
between professional and housewife samples--2O% of the fonner and 28% of
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the latter

had at least one parent who was born abroad.

These data were

affected, however, by the fact that foreign citizens were excluded from
her samples.
In contrast to the generally positive relationship
origin and PhDor professional status,
relationship

two studies suggest a negative

between ethnic background and participation

administration and politics.

between foreign

in business

Constantini and Craik found that 50%of the

546 respondents in their survey of politicians
at least third generation American born.

were "old American stock

vlomenpoliticians

11
,

had longer

American heritage and were less likely to be non-Protestant than comparable male politicians,
different,

suggesting again that womenare not qualitatively

but rather have more of the required

men in comparable positions.

11

11

characteristics

than

Hennig reports that all of her women

business executives were white and American born.
To sum up, there appears to be a relationship,
sistent

albeit an incon~

one between foreign origin and occupational status.

Foreign

origin appears to correlate positively with PhDand professional status
and negatively for womenpoliticians

and business executives.

Baseline

data on ethnicity of the specific geographic and socio-economic populations from which the research samples have been drawn would facilitate
an understanding of these data.
Parental . education, empleymentand socio-economic clas?_
Asextypical womenin occupational areas requiring graduate education
or professional degrees generally come from families with higher than
average education, occupational status,

and education.

In Astin s study,
1

18%of the mothers and 31%of the fathers had at least one college degree,
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well above the educational level for the comparable group of the general
population.

Similarly, Patrick found that over half of her professional

sample but only one-fourth of her housewife sample had mothers with a
BAdegree.

Of the fathers,

59%of the professional sample but only

31%of the comparison group had graduate or professional degrees.

In a

study by Hutchins noted by Lopate, close to 35%of female medical students had mothers with at least a BA. The level of paternal education
was higher for female as compared to male medical students, a trend also
noted by Astin for PhDs and Constantini and Craik for politicians.
In general, the high parental education is reflected
occupation roles.

in the parents'

Patrick, for example, found that 28%of the fathers

of her professional womenwere themselves professionals,

although

daughter's career choice only infrequently corresponded to the paternal
career.

Another 40%of the fathers held business or managerial positions.

A similar pattern held for mothers who worked, 70%of whomwere in the
professions,

business, or management.

Other studies confirm the trend of high status parental employment.
Over half of the fathers of Standley and Soule s professional womenwere
1

themselves professionals.

Epstein found that 19%of her womenlawyers

had professional fathers while 50%had fathers in business management.
One hundred percent of the business executives studied by Hennig had
fathers in business.

An impressive 76% of Helson's PhDmathematicians

had professional fathers.
sample were at least

significant

Though half of the mothers of her total

as well educated as their

fathers~

there was a

tendency for the creative womento have better educated
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fathers than mothers and professionally employed fathers,

as compared

to PhDsof average creativity.
Manyof the studies show a trend of high maternal employmentin the
families of asextypical women. Ginzberg (1966) found three-quarters

of

the mothers of a sample of womenreceiving graduate degrees in medicine
at Columbiaworked outside the home. The professional womenin Patrick's
study were significantly

more likely to have had working mothers while

growing up--a rate of 47%employmentas comparedto 26%for the housewife
sample. Epstein found a high level of maternal employmentamongher
black professional sample--27 of the 31 womeninterviewed (87%}had
mothers who had worked since marriage.
be significantly

Though this percentage may not

high for a black NewYork sample, it is noteworthy that

these mothers were very well employed, too--five-sixths

had jobs of higher

status than their husbands.
Maternal employmentmay relate to persistence in an asextypical
career.

Lopate, for example, notes that medical school drop-outs have

significantly

lower maternal employmentthan those wcxnenwho complete

medical training.

Astin found maternal employmentsignificantly

to actual participation

related

in the work force after completion of the PhD.

The trends toward a high rate of maternal employmentand high
parental occupational status break downin studies of asextypical women
in fields of politics
not prerequisite.

and business where high educational achievement is

Bach (1971) found that 86%of her politicians

had

mothers who were housewives with no outside employment. Their fathers
did not tend to be professionals;

the modal occupation was fanning and

over fifty percent of the fathers were in fanning and management. In
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Hennig's study, very few mothers of business executives were formally
employed, though they tended to be very highly educated and were frequently heavily involved in the family business.
A finer analysis of maternal employmentdata~ including type of
employmentand the motivations for and the specific nature of the women's
homeand work responsibilities

might further elucidate the relationship

between maternal employmentand occupational asextypicality.

Patrick,

for example, found that professional \'-/Omen
were more likely to cite
"major career interest"

as a factor in their mother's employmentas

compared to more practical,

extrinsic

reasons for maternal employment

offered by the homemakerwomen. Hhil e half of the homemakersample expressed resentment at having an absent mother, none of the professional
womendid so.

Epstein found that all of those in her lawyer sample who

stated an opinion said that their mothers enjoyed their work. Epstein's
study suggests the importance of looking at the nature of both the
mother's homeand work involvements. Of the 67% of mothers who were
employed at any point the daughters could recall,

a high 20% were pro-

f essionally employed. But those not employed were not necessarily "just
housewives.11 Over a third of the lawyers reca 11ed their mothers being
very active in organizations outside the home.
Summarizing t he dat a on parenta l education and employment, it is
clear that occupationally asextypical womentend to have highly educated
and well-employed fathers,

and mothers who are highly educated and who

tend to be employed outside the home. In the Epstein study, mothers tended
to be better educated and employed at higher status jobs than their husbands. The womenstudied tend to report that if their mothers worked,

l
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they enjoyed their work and had major interest

in a career.

There is

some indication that many of those mothers who were not employed
outside the homewere very active in o_rgani zati ans outside the homeand/
or worked informally in family businesses.

The fact that this pattern

does not apply to all of the .womenstudied in any asextypical group,
and that it clearly does not describe womenpoliticians

and business

womensuggests no simple relationships.
One would expect data on socio-economic class to reflect
education and employmentof these families.

the high

The studies cited confirm

that, in general, these are privileged families of at least the upwardly
mobile middle class.
Parental values.

All of the studies reporting data on parental

values indicate strong emphasis on achievement generally, and on education
specifically,

hardly surpising in light of the high educational and

occupational status of these families.
politicians

Seventy percent of the 294 women

in Bach s survey reported that one or both parents encouraged
1

them toward educational goals, whereas only 23%reported receiving encouragement in the more explicitly
family.

feminine direction of marriage and

Encouragementwas toward educational achievement rather than to

a specific career--less
to enter politics .

than 14%reported being specifically

encouraged

In the Hutchins study cited by Lopate, 75% of the

female medical students felt their parents had been a 11major influence
on their career choice.

11

For the females in both of these studies, overt

encouragement toward their specific careers might have been superfluous- "
over 53%of Bach's politicians

had one parent or relative

in public

office and 25% had two. Similarly, Lopate reports an even higher
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incidence of physicians amongthe parents of female than male medical
students and the rate for both was high relative

to the general popula-

tion.
Epstein reports that among her black NewYork professional families,
the middle class values of hard work and education were strong.

She

notes the prevalence of the work ethic within the West Indian culture
from which many of her subjects came. Her subjects received strong family
support for their careers--not

a single womanreported family opposition

to the decision to pursue graduate work. An example of the achievement
values and support typical of these families is a case reported of a
womanwho expressed interest

in becoming a nurse but whose mother talked

her into becoming a physician instead~
Standley and Soule found strong support for work in the families of
their professional women. Not only were the mothers highly employed,
but the fathers strongly supported and valued the work done by their
wives, and both parents seemed to be deeply involved in their daughter s
1

achievements.

Sixty-six percent of the womenfelt their parents had

emphasized achievement over social values as they were growing up, whereas only 17%felt that social values received greater emphasis. Hennig
similarly characterized the parents of her business executives as having
-placed high value on their daughters• achievements.
Patrick found that her professional womenwere more likely than her
housewives to report that both of their parents expected them to do well
and to obtain advanced degrees.

Whenasked the

best reason' 1 for parent-

11

al influence on their career plans, the modal response for both parents
referred to encouragemerit of ambition and achievement. Of further
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interest

is the finding that the fathers of the professionals

significantly

were

more likely to be perceived by their daughters as having

expected them to a chi eve in

11

innovative'' careers.

To summarize, the parents of occupationally asextypical females
place value on achievement, education, and hard \'/Ork, a value background
consonant with high achievement motivation regardless of one's sex or
field of endeavor.

Asextypical womenas children generally had parents

who not only espoused such values, but who offered at least one, and
often two, models of educational and occupational achievement, conveying
by word and example that achievement related activities

and high competence

were appropriate for their daughters as well as for their sons.
Childhood. Although the data on the childhood experience of occupationally

asextypical womenare retrospective

biases of hindsight and self-report,
trends.

in nature, subject to the

they nonetheless suggest noteworthy

Manyof the womenstudied recall having been singled out in

some way by their parents.

Epstein's black professional womenreported

growing up with a sense of being II special.
professional

11

Seventy-two percent of the

womenin Standley and Soule's study reported that their

parents had been proudest of them of all their siblings.
as particularly

Fathers emerged

important -- 60%of the womenreported being father's

favorite child, as compared to 34% who considered themselves to be mother's
favorite.

Their special status as youngsters evolved into special adult

status in their families.

Only a third of the brothers and sisters

these womenwere professionally
Identification.

of

committed as adults.

Do asextypical womentend to identify more with

their mothers or their fathers?

The data do not suggest that either
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parent is the critical

one, ·but rather that both are important.

approaches to parental identification

The

tend to be methodologically of

two types, parental preference or parental similarity measures (Patrick).
Looking at parental preference, Epstein found that her womenlawyers felt closer to their mothers than their fathers.
politicians

Amongwomen

stating a preference for one parent, Bach found more favored

mothers, but an even larger number (36%) reported equal closeness with
both parents.
istically

The womenbusiness executives studied by Hennig character-

reported warmrelations with two full and complete parents"
11

and an atypically close relationship with a warm, supportive, and sharing
father.
Using the Ringness Parental Identification

Scale, a parental prefer-

ence measure, Patrick found that both her professional and housewife
groups reported strong identifications
preference for fathers in both groups.
greater father identification
identification

with both parents with a slight
She found support for neither

amongprofessionals nor greater mother

amonghousewives. Furthermore, she failed to find support

for the prediction that the professionals would be more likely to identify
with the more achievement-motivated parent and the homemakerswith the
success-avoidant parent.
Turning to measures of similarity,

Epstein reports that 32%of the

lawyers in her study felt they took after their mothers, whereas 24% felt
they took after their fathers and 19%stated both.
identification

In Helson's study,

was judged by an interviewer, apparently on the basis of

perceived similarity

of the womanto her descript i on of her parents.

She found a tendency for her subjects to be judged as having identified
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with the more dominant parent, which, in the case of the more creative
women,was significantly

more likely to have been the father.

In support of the importance of both parents is the unusual family
stability

suggested by the studies.

Hennig's business executives recalled

the strong and stable marital relationship
percent of Patrick's

professionals

of their parents.

Ninety-five

came from intact families as compared

to 87%of the homemakers. ''Most" of Epstein ' s black professional women
came from intact families.
Androgynous individuation.

Occupationally asextypical womentend

to recall being asextypical children.
little

girls they were not!

Passive, dependent, helpless

The PhDs researched by O'Leary and Braun

recalled bluffing their way through difficult
for different

situations,

occasions and engaging in rebellious,

haviors significantly

changing roles

non-conforming be-

more than either comparison womenBAs or male PhDs,

showing what may be seen as childhood precursors of adult independence
and flexibility.

The womenand men PhDs in their study recalled being

allowed to cross the street

alone, go steady, and make dates without

consulting their parent s earlier

than the women BAs. Standley and Soule

report that 54% of their professional womenpreferred "boyish activities",
tree climbing, sports, etcetera
preference.

compared to 36% who reported sextypical

Parental tolerance for, if not encouragement of , androgynous

exploration is clearly implied,
Hennig's business executives recalled that although their mothers
and father performed i ~ sextypical housekeeper and br€adwinner roles, ·
they were supportive and reinforcing

to each other, and encouraged their

children to freely explore both sex roles rather than rejecting

either.
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Her participants
until starting

report that they were unaware of sex-related taboos
school.

Whenthey encountered sex-related restrictions,

the parental response was to seek change in the school while supporting
the child.

Hennig thought that the strong family support for andro~

gynous development had resulted in high self ~esteem and positive feelings about achievement.
Other studies have shown mixed results.

Kriger (1972) found that

career womenrecalled their parents as having been more pennissive than
comparison homemakers, although no differences were found between women
in 11masculi ne11 and 11feminine" occupati ans.

Patrick found no difference

between her homemakerwomenand professionals

in the degree to which

they recalled having been permitted autonomy by their parents, once the
effects of parental religion were partialled

out.

In sum, though the data are mixed, tentative

trends emerge. Many

womenrecalled having been singled out as ."special

II

as they were grow-

ing up. Whether this was the cause or result of their exceptionality
is impossible to discern from the data, though at least these parents
appear to have responded positively to the strengths of their children.
In tenns of parental identification,

certain studies support greater

closeness with or similarity

to mothers while others stress the impor-

ta nce of the father-daughter

bond. A recurrent theme, however, is the

importance of both parents, and family stability
womenin asextypical careers.

in the background of

Androgynousexploration beginning in

childhood appears to have been tolerated
the families of most of the womenstudied.

if not actively encouraged in
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In reviewing the research literature
ality characteristics

on the background and person-

of occupationally asextypical women,certain

themes recur; opportunity--to

explore and develop independently, to

witness a wide variety of male and female models, to receive higher edu.,.
cation, family encouragement and support for androgynous development,
11

special

11

status conferred either explicitly

tion or implicitly through a child's
and finally,

through parental expecta-

sibling situation

the theme of womenhavine more of the

11

or ethnic status,

right

11

qualities

in terms of background and personality than men for a particular
tion.

both

occupa-

Whether the patterns emerging in this review are related to the

sextypicality
facilitate

of a woman's career choice, or merely to factors that

high academic achievement is one of the major questions add-

ressed in the present investigation.
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Hypotheses and Predictions
The central proposition
asextypicality

of t he present study is that occupational

in womenhas pers onal ity and ba~kground correlates

and beyond those related

to hi gh academic achiev ement. This propos iti on

was deri~ed from the empirical
variables

above

resear ch on background and personality

reviewed above, from t he relat io nship between sex-typing and

asextypical behavior suggested by the Bernresearch,

and from my belie f

tha t to be a pioneer in a tr adi tio nally male occupation r equires even
higher levels of competency characteri stics
academic achievement.
to come from families

Women pursuing asextypi cal careers are expected
differing

i n sibling constellation,

ground, and maternal ~mployment, to recall
and experiences as influencing
more competency related
preva 1ent stereotypes

than those necessary for

different

foreign back-

patterns of peopl e

their career development, and to show

chara cte ristics

and greater deviance fro m

of "femini nity" than equally vJe11-e ducated womenin

sextypical occupations.

A des ign comparing occupationally

ase xtypica l

women with equally high educate d wom
en in sextypical employment is used
to test this general hypothesis.

The following specific

predictions

wil l be tested:
1.

Occupationally ase xty pical womenwill differ from equally _
educated sext ypi cal women on the following background varia es:

a.

More likely

to be f ir st or only born;

b.

Have f ewer brot hers ;

c.

Have a greater

number of parents and/or grandparents

born abroad; and
d.

Be more li kel y to have had a working mother.
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2.

a.

Occupati onally ase xt ypi cal women will diffe r f rom sextypical vmmenin overall personality,

b.

as re presented

by the Cattell

16PF t aken as a whole.

Occupationally

ase xtypical womenwill score significant ly

higher than occupationa lly sext ypical women on Cattell
scales conceptuall y related to ' competence" , specifica ll y
1

on the following factors:
E submissive/domina nt
H shy/ad venturous
M conventional/im agin ative
Ql conservative/radical
Q2 group dependent / reso urceful
0 confident/insecu
3.

re (ase xtypical womenwould score l ower)

Occupatio nally as extypical womenwill differ
womenin their

from sextypica l

res ponses to an open-ended essa y on earl y

influ ences on their career development
a.

By reporting

differe nt patterns

b.

By more frequently

of parental and other models ,

re porting specifi c abilities

and pre-

ferences in determin i ng career choi ce ,
c.

By more frequent ly r eporting barriers

t hat were overco me

i n the course of moving t owar d a career , and
d.

By less frequent ·ly ·menti onrng "pra ct , cal" cons, aerations
as infl uencing career devel opment .

4.

Occu pati ona lly

ase xtypi cal v1ome n will

de s cri be their

"i de al

woman'' as less se x--typed (feminine ) tha n th e sextyp ic al women.
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5.

Occupationally asextypical womenwill describe themselves
as less sex-typed both

6.

and

a.

"on the job

b.

"in a social situation with other men and womenn.

11

,

Both occupationally sextypical and asextypical womenwill
describe themselves as more masculine in the job situation
and more feminine in the social situation.
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CHAPTER
2
METHOD
In this chapter, the participants
present investigation

and measurements used in the

are described, as well as the procedures followed

both in the recruitment of womenand the administration of measuring
instruments.
Participants
Selection criteria,

Women
were included in the study who held

masters degrees and were currently involved in either sextypical or asextypical employment. A sextypical occupation was defined as one with over
75%female participation,

while an asextypical occupation was defined

as one with over 75%male participation,

according to 1970 census data.

Occupational categories which qualified as sextypical and asextypical
are presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

Occupational categories

for which the masters degree would represent a clear overqualification
(e.g. secretaries

and Avon saleswomen) were not included.

One of the qualifications

for inclusion was that a womanfall clearly

into either the asextypical or sextypical category.

Occasionally an

individual would be functioning simultaneously within two classifications,
for example, in the case of a nurse who was also a university professor.
In such cases, when one category met the criterion

for inclusion, but

the second did not, the case would be included in the first

category.

Thus, since a nurse is sextypical while the category college and uni11

versity teachers of health specialties''
typical,

is neither sextypical or asex-

she would qualify for inclusion in the sextypical group.

If,

however, she was also a university dean, she would be excluded from the
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sample since

college school admini strators '' would qualify for the

11

contradictory asextypical group.

Table 1
Selecteda Sextypical Occupations far Women(_over75%female)b

Occupational Category

Percent Female
in United States

NumberFemale
Parti ci pants
in US 1970

Homemanagementadvisors

97%

5,390

Dieticians

92%

37,186

CoTlege and university
teachers homeeconomics

92%

3,956

Librarians

81%

98,892

Registered nurses

97%

813,816

Teachers elementary school

84%

1,197,807

Teachers prekindergarten
and kindergarten

98%

122,792

aOnly those occupations for which a masters level education is relevant
are included in this list.
bSOUR
CE: U. S. Bureau of the Census , 1970 Census , Subj ect Repor ts,
Occupational Characteristics,

Table 38, pp. 582-591.
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Table 2
Selecteda Asextypical Occupations for Women (less than 25% female)b

Percent Female
in United States

Occupational Category

NumberFemale
Participants
in US 1970

25%

179,845.

4%

2,090

19%

50,254

2%

20,077

8%

1,074

Atmospheric and space

10%

602

Chemists

12%

12,894

Geologists

3%

704

Marine

5%

156

Physicists and astronomers

4%

979

9%

6,966

12%

13, 150

Economis ts

11%

7, 562

Urban and regional planner s

10%

922

17%

54,629

Off i cia l s and administrators,
public administ ration

19%

44,661

School adminstrators,

23%

8,696

Accountants
Architects
Computer specialists
Engineers
Life and physical scientists
Agricultural

Operations and systems
resear chers and analysts
Pharmacists
Social scientists

Bank officers
managers

and financial

college
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Table 2 (Continued)

Occupational Category

Percent Female
in United States

NumberFemale
Part i cipants
i n US 1970

Managers and administrators,
salaried

10%

264,955

Managers and administrators,
self-employed

16%

140,782

Agriculture

5%

235

Atmosphere, earth, marine,
and space

1%

544

Biology

22%

4,353

Chemistry

12%

1,761

Physics

4%

615

Engineering

6%

998

Mathematics

18%

4,641

Economics

9%

842

History

17%

2,959

Sociology

24%

1,661

Theology

16%

792

College and university teachers

aOnly those occupations for which a masters level education i s relevant
are included in this list.
bSOURCE
: U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census, Subject Reports,
Occupati onal Characteristics,

Table 38, pp. 582-591.
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A masters degree was selected as the educational criterion
to assure an approximately equivalent and high commitmentto achievement among the womenin both categories.

The doctorate was not

chosen because achievement at such a high level is by itself
ly atypical regardless of the field,
tigators

extreme-

and because a number of inves-

have already focused on such women(Astin, Bachtold and

Werner, Helson, O'Leary and Braun).
was accepted for three fields:
architecture

A masters degree equivalence

a bachelors degree in phannacy or

was acceptable since this degree represents five years

of study and there is an additional credential
practice and licensure in these fields;

for professional

and in accounting, womenwere

accepted for the study if they had either a masters and/or were certified

in Massachusetts or Rhode Island, states which require further

experience of persons without masters degrees in order to qualify to
take certification

board exams. Womenwere excluded from the study

if they already held the highest degree possible in their field.
Thus, PhDs, MDsand JDs were excluded.

Womenpresently working to-

ward such degrees and those holding more than one masters degree were
included, however, as long as they met all other requirements.
There were several additional

requirements for inclusion.

First,

a womanhad to be presently employed in her asextypical or sextypical
field at least twenty hours weekly. Second, she had to have been
awarded a masters degree or equivalent in 1974 or earlier. - Third,
she had to have been born in the United States, a requirement intended to eliminate confounding by the foreign born versus native
American variable.
an age arbitrarily

Finally,

inclusion was limited to womenunder fifty,

chosen to cut down heterogeneity in the data
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resulting

from wide age differences

among subjects,

To summarize, all womenwere required to meet the criteria
below before they were invited to participate

in the study:

(1)

Present employment at least 20 hours weekly in either a;

(2)

Sextypical or asextypical

(3)

Having been awarded a masters degree (or acceptable equiv-

field;

alent) in 1974 or earlier;
(4)

Presently fifty years of age or less; and

(5)

Born in the United States.

Revised Sampling Procedure
The original
recipients

plan was to begin with lists

at a major university,

and requesting the participation
stated above.

of masters degree

contacting such people by phone
of all those meeting the criteria

This plan was abandoned, however, when it became

clear that considerable time and red tape would be necessary to
gain access to alumnae lists,

if this were even possible.

such as the new federal legislation
the geographic dispersal

relating

Factors

to confidentiality,

of alums, and the likelihood that many

womenhad changed names through marriage, suggested this approach
be dropped in favor of a more efficient
Lists of schools, hospitals,

plan.

corporations,

and agencies in

the Rhode Island and gr~ater Boston area were compiled which were
thought to be likely employers of highly educated sextypical and
asextypical women. The lists
revised, utilizing

generated were extensive and frequently

a variety of sources, including, but not limited

to, the following:
(1) State and national professional

and business organizations;
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(2)

The yellow pages;

(3)

College and university catalogues;

(4)

TV and radio;

(5)

Personnel directors

(6)

Participants'

suggestions of other agencies and/or

personal contacts;
(7)

of various orgariizations;

and

Friends and friends of friends with contacts in various
agencies.

I personally contacted each participant.
were scouted in person and participants
majority of participants
the name of a specific

In many cases, agencies

were recruited

face to face.

The

were contacted by phone only, however. Where
individual was available,

she was contacted

directly.

In other cases, I spoke to the .director of personnel or a

secretary,

and asked, for example, to speak to "one of your womanac-

countants".

Once a potential

participant

had been located in this manner,

I explained to her that I was doing research on "personality
ground characteristics

and back-

of womenwho work and who have masters degrees",

Specifying my desire to include womenin a variety of occupations.
a womanmet all criteria

for inclusion,

If

she was asked if she would be

willing to complete materials that would be sent to her in the mail.

I

discussed with each woman: (1) the nature of the materials she would be
asked to complete and the approximate amount of time this would entail
(about two hours); (2) the anonymity of her responses; and (3) my in~
tention of sharing results with all participants.
a womanwanted more specific

In the few cases where

information on the research hypotheses, she

was reassured that she was not being deceived but that the more specific
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foci, hypotheses, etcetera could be disclosed only after the data were
collected.
A number of "rules" were followed in order to minimize variance
attributable

to a llgrapevine effect " in sampling, and to increase the

likelihood that the resulting samples would be broadly representative
of sextypically

and asextypically

employed masters level womenin the

greater Boston and Rhode Island area.

Every effort was made, (1) to

include womenin as wide a variety of qualifying occupational categories
as possible;

(2) to sample within each occupational category from a

variety of specific settings

and work roles; and (3) to use a variety of

sources in locating participants

for each occupation until an adequate

number of subjects for each category was reached.
either sample with membersof a particular
participants

To avoid overloading

occupation, a limit of ten

per occupation was set for the asextypical sample, while a

limit of twenty-five per occupation was set for the sextypical sample,
since the latter

contains far fewer· occupational categories.

Table 3

summarizes the occupational categories represented in the final samples,
the number of organizations from which participants

were drawn, and the

number of returns for each occupational group. A more detailed breakdownof the organizations represented and their locations is given in
Appendix B, Table 1.
As a final safeguard, every effort was made to recruit all qualified womenin a particular

occupation in either an agency as a whole, or

in a clearly defined sub-division in the cases of large organizations.
Participating

womenwere routinely asked to review with me ot her members

of the organization who might qualify for my study, as a way of insuring
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a thorough saturation of eligible women. In all cases, at least two
individuals at each agency where subjects were located were consulted
in this regard.
Twoissues arose once the process of recruitment was underway.
First,

several womenwere located who were in occupational classifica-

tions not represented by the breakdowns in the census data, but which
appeared to represent discrete occupational categories which were
either sextypical or asextypical.

Second, several womenwere located

who could not fairly be put into one or even two classifications

re-

presented in the census data, but who represented multiple classifications in the asextypical direction.
were asked to participate,
cruits;

In both of these cases, the women

adding a total of ten womento the total re-

one high school principal and six speech pathologists representing

categories not broken down in the census data, and three multiply classified asextypical women. The decision to include these womenwas based
on a desire to balance rigid adherence to the categories in the census
data with the consideration for maximizing sample size and obtaining
heterogeneity.
Table 3
Numberof Agencies from which Participants

were Recruited and Number

of Returns for Each Occupational Classification

Numberof Agencies

Numberof Returns

Accountants

6

6

Architects

5

6

Occupation

Asextypital
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Table 3 (Continued)

Occupation

Numberof Agencies

Numberof Returns

Marine scientists

2

3

Geographer

1

1

Pharmacists

4

6

Planners

3

5

Chemists

5

7

Engineers

6

8

Computerscientists

3

3

Managers

4

3

School administrators

2

2

Sociology teachers

2

2

Physicist

1

0

Mathematicians

2

4

Financiers

2

2

Economist

1

3

Marketers

4

1

Miscellaneous

3

2

54

64

Homeeconomists

8

18

Teachers

8

12

Librarians

8

18

Total
Sext.zeica1
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Table 3 (Continued)

Occupation

Numberof Returns

Numberof Agencies

Nurses

6

19

Speech pathologists

3

4

33

71

Total

Instruments
All participants

were requested to complete a package of tests and

questionnaires delivered to them with a stamped envelope for their return.
The package (see Appendix A) included the following materials in the
order listed below:
(1) Cover letter with postcard to be signed and returned
separately from the data package:
(2) BernSex Role Inventory with three different

instructional

sets, presented in counterbalanced order across participants:
(a)

11

11
Ideal woman
instructional

set-- 11Think of what kind

of womanyou would most like to be.

Please put next

to each adjective below the numberwhich best describes
what your IDEALWOMAN
would be like
(b) Self-description

11
•

in masculine-salient

situation--

"Think of howyou nonnally behave ONTHEJOB. Please
put next to each adjective in the list

below the number

which best describes howyou are at your place of
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employment. Remember,you are to describe yourself
as closely as possible to the way you actually are at
work.

11

(c) Self-description

in feminine. salient

situation~T uThink

of howyou normally behave IN A SOCIALSITUATION
WITH
OTHER
MENANDWOMEN
, Please put next to each adjective
in the list

below the number which best describes how

you are in a social situation.

Remember
, you are to

describe yourself as closely as possible to the way
you actually are with other people in a social gathering.

II

(3)

Biographical Questionnaire

(4)

Cattell

16PF Form A (answer sheet and test booklet)

BSRI. The BernSex Role Inventory was chosen for use in this study
both to test the relevance of Bern's concept of androgyny to asextypical
occupational behavior, and to experiment with extending the use of the
instrument to elicit

role-specific

that a social situation

behavioral descriptions .

instructional

set would elicit

ment of feminine items, and that a job situation
elicit

It was felt

greater endorse-

instructional

set would

greater endorsement of masculine items.
Data are accumulating in support of the reliability

the BSRI. Bern(1974) reports good internal
coefficient

at first

of

consistency , with the lowest

alpha calculated for either normative sample for Masculine,

Feminine, and Androgynydifference scores being . 80.
retest

and validity

reliability,

the product ~rnomentcorrelations

administration

In terms of testbetween these scores

and at four weeks were .90 or better for a
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Stanfo rd normative sample.

Bernalso reports empirical as well as logical

independence of the Masculinity and Feminini ty scales, with the highes t
corre l ation between t he sca le s for eithe r se x bei ng - . 14 for two normative samples.

In ter ms of construct validity,

Gaudreau's factor anal yti c

study of xbe BSRI (1977) support s its two major const ructs,
lin it y and Femininit y scales,

the Mascu-

and demonstrat es t hat to a great extent,

the masc ul i ne and fe mi nin e items l oad highly on t heir appropriate
Further data bearing

on

the validity

of her conceptualization

fa ctors.

have already

been discussed.
Biographical Question naire.
gather data relevant t o specific
the liter ature,

The quest i onnaire was designed both to
predictions

and to pr ovid e data tang ential

t ion f or possib le fu ture analysi s .
factors

derived from the revi ew of
to the present invest iga-

Ques tions dealing with demogr aphic

are included in the questionn aire , a ong

relevant to predictions

~vith an open- ended essay questio n designed to elicit

information on

background fac tors consciously reca1 ·1ed by t he participants

as relevant

to their particu lar career choice.
Cattel"! 16PF.
Cattell

As a measure of pers onalit y characteristics,

16PF, Form A was chosen for several reasons.

strument and form were utilized
of investigations

which relate

First , this i n-

by Bachtold and Werner in their series

on ase xtypical

son of the r esal ts of ti1i=s stu-~

the Cattell

\•✓ amen,

thus a"llowing a direct compari-

t+t=-+1-+e-i-FY:.
=S-e-c-orrd+-y-,==thesceal-e&
: --ef

tap trai ts of indepe ndence, self- confidence, adventurou sness
neatl y to the "competency cluster"

of masculine traits

the Braverman work and the Masculin ity scale of the BSRI .
Cattell

the

has been demonstrated

Fi nally,

in
t he

t o be a valid and reliabl e instr ument in
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studies where occupatio n has been a critical
reader is referred

variable.

t o the 16PF Handbook (Cattell,

1970) for a detaile d discussion
16PF with occupational

The inte rest ed

Eber, and Tatsuoka ,

of t he reli abilit y and validit y of t he

criteria.

Analysis o-f data
The data were analyzed usi ng the computer facilities
of Florida, and the Statistical

of The Univers it y

Package for the Socia l Sciences (Nie , Hull,

Jenkins, Steinbrenne r and Bent, 1975).

All programs ut i li zed were SPSS

with the single exception of the repeated measures ANOVAperformed on
the BSRI data, for which a program was drawn fro m th e Computer Progra m
Library of The Universit y of Florida.
used are presented wit h the results .

The specific

statis ti cal procedur es
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CHAPTER
3
RESULTS
In this chapter, differences

between those who completed the

data package and those who failed to do so will be summarized, and
the data obtained on the 135 final participants

will be presented.

The findings will be organized in four sections:
to a description
questionnaire
(3) Cattell

(1) data relevant

of respondents and non-respondents, (2) biographical

data on demographic and family background factors,
l6PF personality

data, and (4) BernSex Role Inventory

data and data on the sex-typing of household and family responsibilities.
Respondents and Non-respondents
Usable data packages were received from 135 of the 166 recruits,
for a total response rate of 81.33%. As can be seen in Table 4, of
the final participants,
occupations.

71 were in sextypical and 64 in asextypical

About 72%of the sextypical respondents were from Rhode

Island, a function of the ease with which I was able to locate these
womenin my home state.

The majority of the asextypical respondents,

on the other hand, were from Massachussetts, reflecting

the greater

prevalence of these womenin the Boston area, probably due to the
greater employmentopportunities

due to its size and the nature of its

industries.
Overall . the sextypical womenwere about as likely to return
the data packages as the asextypical women(83.6 % and 80.0% return
rates respectively).

-Whenthe return rate is broken down by location,

it is clear that unusually high returns from sextypicals
chusetts (95.2%) and asextypicals

in Massa-

from Rhode Island (93.1 %) were
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responsible for boosting the overall return rate.

The percentage

of respondents by location is given in Table 5.
Table 4
Asextypical and Sextypical Participants

Participants

Rhode Island

by Geographic Region

Massachusetts

Total

Asextypical

27
(42.2%)

37
(57.8%)

64
( 100%)

Sextypical

51
(71.8%)

20
(28.2%)

71
( 100%)

Table 5
Percentage of Recruits from Rhode Island and Massachusetts Returning
Completed Data Packages

Participants

Rhode Island

Massachusetts

Total

Asextypical

93.1%

72.5%

80.0%

Sextypi cal

79.7%

95.2%

83.6%

Samples Combined

83.9%

79.2%

81.3%
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Aside from their location, the only data available on the characteristics

of the non-respondents are their occupational cl assifications.

The final participants
tional categories.

represent five sextypical and 17 atypical occupa-

A summaryof the percentage of recruits

occupational classification

in each

who followed through in completing and return-

fog the research materials i:s given in Appendix B, Table 2.

No particular

pattern of response is apparent.
Whenthe asextypical and sextypical groups from Massachusetts and
Rhode Island were compared on age, year in which the masters degree was
awarded, and socio-economic class of their parental home(! tests and
chi square as appropriate),
function of location.

no significant

differences were found as a

Data from both locations were pooled in all analyses

of the asextypical/sextypical

dichotomy.

Demographicand Family Backaround Data
Current Status of Participants
Age. The average age of the asextypical sample was 31 years and
nine months (X=31.78, S0=4.86) as compared to 36 years and ten months for
t he sextypical sample (X=36.86, S0=7.80).
tically

significant

distribution

(_!=4.48, df=l33, p

<

This age difference is stat i s1
.001) . Of note is the bimodal

of the sextypical sample. As can be seen in Table 6, about

27% of the sextypica l gr oup as compared t o l ess t han 2% of t he asext ypi cal

group was 45 or older.

Due to the uneven distribution

of this older

group across the two samples, data on a number of variables were analyzed
twice , with the second analysis restricted

to participants

under 45 years

of age.
1All statistics
specified.

are based on two-tailed probabilities

unless otherwise
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Table 6Age Distribution

Participants

of Asextypical and Sextypical Samples

32 or less

33 to 38

39 to 44

45 to 50

Asextypicala

43

12

8

1

Sextypicalb

31

15

6

19

a
n=64

b
n=71

Race and national origin.

All participants

consistent with inclusion requirements.
- (sextypical)

were American born,

All but one participant

was white.

Employmentstatus.

One of the criteria

for inclusion was that

womenbe employed at least 20 hours weekly in their sextypical or
asextypical

field.

the questionnaire

This was confirmed in the initial
materials were given out.

contact before

In fact, as can be seen in .

Table 7, the wom
en in both samples tended t o work substantia l ly more
than the minimumrequirement, with 81.7% of the sextypical
of the asextypical womenworking thirty

and 92.1%

hours weekly or more. While the

asextypi cal vmmenmore frequently reported working more than forty hours
weekly, a chi square on the median split,
forty hours versus the rest,

i.e.

those working more than

did not reach statistical

significance.
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Table 7
Average Numberof Hours Devoted Weekly to Current Occupation

3Q.,.AQ

. 40+

Parti ci pants

10-20 Hours

Asextypicala

4,8%

3.2%

28.6%

63,5%

Sextypicalb

7.0%

11.3%

32.4%

49.3%

. an-63

The requirements that participants

be employed at least 20 hours

weekly, and that they received their masters degree in 1974 or earlier
were meant to ensure a minimumamount of experience in and commitment
to their chosen field.

The asextypical womentended to have worked a

shorter amount of time.

As evident in Table 8, the median amount of time

in a given occupation was five to ten years for the sextypical sample and
one to five for the atypical group. A chi square on the median split,
i.e.

those having worked five years or less versus the rest, was not

statistically

significant.
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Table 8
Numberof Years in a Given Occupation

Participants

One year
or less

1~5

5-10

10-15

15+

Asextypicala

6.3%

45.3%

29,7%

17.2%

1.6%

Sextypicalb

8.5%

29.6%

31.0%

16.9%

14.1%

Several sources of error resulting

from inadequacies in the question-

naire are relevant to these employment data, as well as to other data to
be reviewed.

First,

the intervals

tions were ambiguously defined.

on some of the multiple choice quesFor example, a womanworking 30 hours

weekly could check either the 20-30 hour or the 30-40 hour category.
Second, some open-ended questions were not sufficiently

clear.

For example,

when asked to report how manyyears one had been employed in the occupation they had given in an earlier
specific
class.

question, some responded in terms of a

job, while others responded in tenns of the general occupational

•

In the analysis of the data, the assumption was made that such

errors were distributed

randomly across the asextypical

and sextypical

samples.
Educational status.

All participants

were required to have been

awarded the masters degree in 1974 or earlier,
lent status by that time.

or to have attained equiva-

All met this criterion.

Specific data are
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available on 132 women,showing that the average sextypical womanhad
held the masters or equivalent six years and 11 months (X=6.93, SD=4,67)
as compared to eight years and seven months for the average sextypical
woman(X=8.56, SD=5.87), a difference which did not reach statistical
significance and was largely the result of the earlier
degrees by the women45 or older,

receipt of masters

The average age at which the masters

degree was received was 25 for the asextypical women(X=24.98, SD=3.15)
and 28 years and four months for the sextypical women(X=28.3, SD=5.80),
At test failed to find this difference statistically

significant ..

Whi1e a 11 womenwere expected to ho1d the masters degree or acceptable equivalent, womenwere excluded from participation

if they held a

PhD, DDS,MD,or JD. None of the womenin either sample held any of these
degrees.

However, the asextypical womenmore frequently held a second

n~sters degree, had dropped out of a PhDprogram, or had taken coursework
beyond the masters degree or its equivalent.

Whenthe two samples were

split between those having minimal academic requirements for inclusion
and those having additional academic coursework or credentials,
square analysis revealed no significant
participants

differences.

a chi

However, when the

45 or over were excluded, the same chi square analysis showed

the asextypical womento be significantly

more likely to have more than

the minimum. Almost half (46.0%) of the asextypical as compared to less
than a quarter (24.0%) of the sextypical womenunder 45 had more than the
minimumrequirement.

A summaryof the educational status of both groups

is provided in Appendix B, Table 3.
Income. Howdo the atypical and sextypical samples compare in terms
of income? Of womenemployed 30 to 40 hours weekly, 55.6% of the asextypical womenas compared to only 21.7% of the sextypical womenearned
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over $17,000. This pay discrepancy was even more severe for those workfog 40 hours weekly or more, with 66,67% of the asextypical womenearning
over $17,000 as compared to only 20.6% of the sextypical women. While
the trend for atypical womento receive higher pay is evident no matter
what level of weekly involvement is examined chi square analysis on the
median split indicated that the difference was significant only for those
working 40 hours weekly or more (X2=16. 96, df=3, p<;OOl). Income data on
womenemployed 30 to 40 hours, and those working more than 40 hours weekly
are presented in Tables 9 and 10.
The trend for higher income amongasextypical womenis particularly
noteworthy in light of the greater work experience of the sextypical group.
Even womenin valued male fields are underpaid relative
11

11

to men of equal

education in the same fields (Bird, 1971); the even lower pay for equally
educated and more experienced workers in sextypical fields suggests a
11

prestige gradient", with men in male-dominated fields defining the top

and womenin female fields the bottom on the salary scales.
Table 9
Annual Income of WomenEmployedThirty to Forty Hours vJeekly

Participants

$5000
-9000

$9000
..13000

$13000
...17000

Over $17000

Asextypicala

0.0%

11, 1%

33.3%

55.6%

Sextypicalb

13.0%

30,4%

-34.8%

21.7%
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Table 10
Annual Income Reported by Women~mployedAt Least Forty
Hours \1eekly

Participants

$9000~13000 $13000-17000

Over $17000

Asextypicala

5.0%

28, 2%

66, 7%

Sextypi ca1b

20.6%

58.8%

20.6 %

Religion.

Respondents were asked to give their present religion as

well as the religion in which they were raised.

These data are presented

in Tables 11 and 12. As is evident in Table 11, the most frequent family
religious background for both groups was Protestant with Catholics close
behind and Jews third.

A chi square on the distribution

across religious categories revealed no significant

of participants

differences.

The

only notable difference between the samples, in terms of family religion,
was the lower percentag~ of Protestants in the asextypical group, the
difference being made up by womenreporting

11

none11 or "other '' religious

background,
There were no significant

differences between the two samples with
respect to their present religion (X2 on Protestant versus other), The
movementof womenaway from the religion of their parental homeis evident by comparing Table 11 and 12 or by examining Table 13 which shows
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the percentage change in each relig ious cat_egory. The percentage of
womenin the Jewish category shows remarkably little

change, whereas the

Catholic and Protestant categories were l argely absorbed by the ''no
present religion '' group. i~hereas 4. 7% of the asextypi cal and 1. 4% of the
sextypical womenreported no religion in the parental home, a substantial
45.3% of the asextypical and 33.3% of the sextypical womenreported no
present religion.

The lower percentage of sextypical womenreporting

no present religion is largely accounted for by the older participants
since 95% of those 45 or older expressed a religious preference.

Chi

square analysis on those currently reporting a religious preference and
those not showed no significant

difference.
Table 11

Family Religion

Participants

Protestant

Jewish

Catholic

Other

None

Asextypicala

39.1%

15.6%

35.9%

4.7 %

4. 7%

Sextypical b

49.3%

13.0%

36.2%

0.0%

1.4%
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Table 12
Present Religion

Participants

Asextypical

a

Sextypicalb

None

Protestant

Jewish

Catholic

Other

14. l %

14.1%

20.3%

6.3%

45.3%

27.5%

11.6%

24.6%

2.9%

33.3%

a
n=64
b

n=69

Table 13
Percentage Attrition

from Religion of Parental Homefor
Three Religious Categories

Participants

Protestant

Jewish

Catholic

Asextypi ca 1-

64.0%

10.0%

43.5%

Sextypical

44.1 %

11. 1%

32.0%
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Marital and family status.

Current marital status is given

in Table 14. Of the asextypical women,65.6%were either presently
married or had been married at some point in the past, as compared
to 59.2% of the sextypical women. The lower marriage rate amongthe
45 or older segment of the sextypical group largely accounts for this
difference.

Looking at just those womenunder 45, 66.7% of the asex-

typical as compared to 71. 2% of the sextypical womenfell in the evermarried group. Close to half of the womenin both samples were married at the time of the study.

A substantial

85.4% of the asextypical

and 86.0% of the sextypical womenwho had ever married reported having
completed college before their first marriage.

Table 14
Current Marital Status

Participants

Asextypicala

Single Married Wjdowed Divorced or Remarried Living with
Separated
Someoneor in
CommuneC
23.4% 46.9% 0.0%

12.5%

3. 1%

14. 1%

Sextypicalb · 33.8% 45.1% 1.4%

8.4%

5.6%

5.6%

a

n=64

b

n=71
C

Only one asextypical participant

lived in a commune.

-
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Of the 42 atypical womenwho had ever married, one third had at
least one child, as compared to two.-thirds of the ever~married sextypical
women. A chi square showed this difference to be significant (X2=10.72,
df=l, p <.01).

Married asextypical womenwere thus less likely to have

had children than the ever ...marrted sextypical women. Since most of the
womenover 45 were single, this difference in child.-bearing does not
appear to represent the greater age of the sextypical women. Womenin
both samples were twice as likely as not to report taking some time out
of employmentfor child-rearing.
Income of spouses or living partners.
the salary of their- spouse or 11partner

11

•

A total of 74 womenreported
The median and modal income

category for partners of womenin both the asextypical and sextypical
samples was over $17,000. Slightly more sextypical womenhad spouses
with incomes in this high bracket, consistent with their greater age.

It

is clear that both sets of womenhave 11married wel111 from a financial
point of view, and the combined family incomes for these womenwould put
the majority well above the median for families with two membersemployed
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973). The data on partner's

income are pre-

sented in Appendix B, Table 4.
Backgroundof Family of Origin
Family stability.

The participants

were sorted into those who

experienced the death of a parent or parental divorce or separation before
the age of 18, and those who reported no such disruption in family life.
Eighty-three percent of the asextypical womenand 89% of the sextypical
sample reported no disruptions,

suggesting high family stability

samples. Group differences were not significant.

for both
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Foreign background. Manywomenin both samples had parents and/or
. grandparents who were born abroad, as is evident in Table 15. The modal
number foreign born parents or grandparents was none for both groups,
however. A one~tailed

!

test revealed no significant

difference between

the two samples, suggesting that foreign background does not differentiate
asextypical and sextypical samples in the present study (t=l.54, df=133,
n. s.).

Table 15
Numberof Parents and Grandparents Foreign Born

Participants

None

One

Asextypical a

40.6%

15.6% 14.1% 7.8%

Sextypi cal b

32.4%

9.9% 11.3% 14.1%

Socio-economic status.

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

14.1% 3.1%

4.7%

25.4%

5.6%

1.4~~

The modal and median response of both asex-

typical and sextypical groups, when asked to select a descriptor of the
SES of their family of origin, was average
11

11
•

The reported SES of both

groups tended to fall normally around the average, as illustrated
Appendix B, Table 5.

in

It is impossible to discern the degree of accuracy

of this gross measure of socio-economic class without more specific in~
formation on parental employmentand income than was available from the
questionnaires.
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Sibling status.

Data on the birth order positions of asextypical

and sextypical womenare presented in Table 16. Only child status was
only slightly more frequent amongasextypical women. Whenone looks at
firstborn status,

however, a full 56.3% of the asextypicals but only

38.0%of the sextypicals were only or eldest children, a difference which
is statistically
significant (X2=3.79, df=l, p=.0516). The 45 or older
subgroup of the sextypical sample did not differ from the sample as a
whole on this variable--37.0% were firstborn.

Looking at those who were

firstborn females, 78.1% of the asextypical and 63.4%. of the sextypical
womenfell here, a difference which was not significant.
as the only statistically

significant

In brief, where-

difference is for firstborn

status,

the asextypical womenreport being more frequently the only child or the
eldest female child.
Table 16
Birth Order Positions

Participants

Only Child

Firstbornc

Firstborn
Femaled

Asextypicala

9.4%

56.3%

78.1%

Sextypicalb

7,0%

38.0%

63.4%

cOnly children included
dOnly and eldest children included
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It was predicted that asextypical womenwould have fewer
brothers than the sextypical women. Because of faulty questionnaire
construction,

the exact number of brothers was not available,

and it

was necessary to focus on the presence or absence of male siblings
rather than on the specific

number. Data on the sex of siblings are

presented in Table 17. Contrary to expectation,

it was the asex-

typical womenwho were more likely to have brothers.

The sextypical

womenmore frequently came from families where there were no male
siblings (X2=4.20, df=l, p<.05).
Table 17
Sex of Siblings

Participants

No Siblings

Asextypicala

Sextypicalb

7.0%

All Female

All Male Male+FemaleSibs

26.6%

35.9%.

28.1%

46.5%

23.9%

22.5%

a
n=64
b

n=71

Parental education.

Data on parental education of the asex-

typical and sextypical samples are presented in Appendix B, Tables
6 and 7.

Fifty percent of the asextypical womenhad fathers who had

finished college as compared to 39.4% of sextypical women. A similar
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trend was evident in terms of maternal education:

46.9% of the

mothers of atypical womenfinished college but only 35.2% of the
mothers of sextypical women. These differences were not totally
accounted for by the lower education of the parents of the 45 and
older sextypical women,although parental education was lower for
this subgroup (31.5% of fathers and mothers in this subgroup finished
college).

While a greater proportion of the parents of atypical

womenhad at least some higher education, separate chi square analyses of those having some college as compared to the rest showed no
significant

differences between the groups for either fathers or

mothers. - More noteworthy is the very high level of education generally acquired by parents of both samples.
Maternal employment. Participants were asked whether their
mothers had worked subsequent to their marriage, and if so, during
what years of their own lives.

Relevant data are presented in Table 18.

Table 18
Maternal EmploymentDuring Each of Four Time Periods

Time Period

Asextypicala

Sextypicalb

Before your birth

62.9%

31.9%

Birth to six

28.6%

18.6%

Seven to twelve

42.9%

40.0%

Thirteen to eighteen

60.7%

48.5%

a

n=64

bn=71
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A substantial

78.1% of the asextypical and 52.1%,_ofthe sextypical

womenreported that their mothers had worked since marriage, a difference which was statistically
significant (X2=8.84, df=l, p <,01).
Chi square analysis on maternal employmentfor just womenunder 45 was
2
..
also significant (X =7,38, df=l, p < ,01). Whenbroken downby time
period, the only sign·ificant

difference between groups was for the

years prior to the participant~s

birth~~62.9% of the asextypical as

compared to 31. 9%of the sextypi cal womenreported that their mothers
were employed during this period (X2=12.63, df=l, p <.001). The trend
at all ages, however, was for more of the mothers of asextypical women
to have been employed.
Type of maternal employmentwas assessed by classifying mothers in
one of three categories,
the participant

1

according to their major involvement during

s childhood and youth.

Womenemployed only part-time

and during no more than one of the time intervals

assessed were classified

as primarily homemakers,as were those from whomno employmentwas reported.

Womenemployed more than this minimumwere classified

professionals or as professionals,

as non-

if they held MDs, PhDs, DDSsor JDs

which they used in appropriate employment. These data are presented in
Appendix B, Table 8.
preferable,

Although more precise tnformation would have been

the design of the questionnaire was inadequate to allow

greater specificity.
ate the two groups.

The type of maternal employmentdid not differentiWhile the only mothers falling in the professional

category were in the asextypical sample, the difference i n maternal professional employmentwas not significant ,
Paternal employment. Fathers were divided into two groups, parallel
to the two classifications

for employed mothers described above. Of
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Those fathers who were present in the homeduring childhood, 8.5% of
the sextypical and 19.4% of the asextypical sample were professionally
employed, utilizing

the most advanced degree in their field,

A chi

square• analysis did not show this difference to be sta,tistically signifi-,.
cant (X2=3.25, df=l, p <.10), Relevant data are presented in Appendix
B, Table 9.
Essays: Self.-percei ved Influences
As part of the questionnaire,

_Q_Q_
Career

Development

each womanwas asked to write a

brief essay on what she perceived to have been the important people,
experiences, and influences on her career development. Sixty-one asex..
typical and 68 sextypical womenresponded to this question.
Each essay was read by three female judges naive as to the nature
of the research.

These judges were all college graduates between the

ages of 25 and 30 who.\-Jere requested to follow standardized instructions
for making judgements as presented in Appendix C. Each essay was judged
by the three judges on the presence or absence of each of fifteen cate ..
gories.

The inter ..judge agreement was high; there was total agreement

amongthe three judges on 86.61% of the judgements required, an agreement very much higher than would be expected by chance (X2=10.38, df=l,
p <.0001).

The percentage of total judge agreement (all three judging

a part i cular essay in the same di rectio n on a given category ) for each
category is given in Table 19.
Each participant

was classified

as expressing a given category if

at least two judges rated the essay as positive on that dimension. The
percentages of essays from each group judged as mentioning each of the
categories are given in Table 19. . Twocategories were dropped from the
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final analysis due to the low i nter -judge _agreement for the particular
category.

These de1eted categories were ''Mention of Practical Consider-

ations 11, and "Mention of Specific Skills or Preferences n.
Chi square analyses on the remaining categories showed s_ignificant
differences between the groups on five categories.

Overa11, womenwere

more frequently mentioned by the sextypical womenand men by the asex~
typical women. The asextypical womenmore frequently mentioned the
positive influence of their fathers,

boyfriends, male teachers or ad-

visors, while the sextypical womenmore frequently mentioned the positive
effects of a female relative or of a female teacher or advisor.
Table 19
Percentage of Essays Judged as Including Each of Fifteen Experiental
Categories (N=129)

Category

AsextypicalaSextypicalb x2

%Total
Judge
Agreement

Positive Influence of Mother

44.3%

48.5%

0.24

90%

Negat i ve Infl uence Mot her

13.1%

10. 3%

0.25

88~f

Positive Influence Father

57.4%

***
29.4% 10.28

Negative Influence Father

8.2%

5,9%

0.27

91%

Positive Influence Husband

18.0%

7.4%

3.38*

95%

Positive Influence Boyfriend

9.8%

1.5%

4.38 **

94%

Positive Influence Male Relative

9.8%

4.4%

1.46

95%

Posit i ve Influence Female Relative

9.8%

25, 0%

5, 05 **

95%

Positive Influence Male Teacher

37.7%

11.8%

8, 16***
.
90%

Positive Influence Female Teacher

26. 2%

44.1%

4.48 **

91%

86%
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Table 19 (Continued)

Asextypicala

Category

Positive Influence Male Friend

Sextypicalb

2

%Total
Judge
Agreement

X

13. l %

7.4%

1.18

90%

Positive Influence Female Friend 21.3%

29.4%

1.11

85%

Mention Practical Considerations 26.2%

30.9%

Mention Specific Skills

9.8%

l 0.3%

Mention Barriers Overcome

4.9%

4.4%

a

n=61

C
C

0.02

b
cc
n=69 Deleted from chi square analysis due *p
**p
to low judge agreement.

60%
58%
91%

< • 10
< • 05

***p < • 01

The statements of a number of womenare presented to illuminate
the variability
ferences.

in the essay data in regard to the major group dif-

In tenns of the more prevalent mention of male models by

the asextypical women,fathers were more frequently mentioned by
this group as having been proud or having provided encouragement and/
or assistance for their academic pursuits,
involved "unfeminine" activities.

even when these might have

For example,

Myfather, who never really got an education •.. put a great
deal of emphasis on achieving excellent grades in school.
Or more specifically,
Math was one of my favorite subjects in high school. My
father, although not a scientist, delighted in my academic
success in this field.
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Myfather showed special interest and guided me in my science
projects in high school. He is a chemist and is probably the
one person to have influenced me most in my choice of a career.
Other womenmention the more general encouragement toward
androgynous exploration which other families might have considered
taboo.

For example,

The major influence on my career was my father. He always
encouraged me, saying I could do anything I set my mind to.
I seldom, if ever, heard words like "girls can't do that 11 •
Another womanwrites,
Father expected me to participate in activities generally thought
of as 11male-oriented 11 , mowingthe lawn, delivering papers, playing baseball with the guys. He expected me to do well in math,
science, etc. and taught canpetitive behavior.
Often, the specific skills and trappings of.! father's
seem to have played a role.

An architect,

still

occupation

considering entering

law writes,
Myfather was a lawyer and family dinner often consisted of discussions where arguments had to be sound and documented. Chief
participants were usually my father, my oldest brother, and myself.
From earliest memories I was interested in political and human
rights and would argue points with my family.
· An engineer writes,
Myfather and stepfather were engineers and the house was full
of science and engineering books.
Husbands and boyfrfends were more frequently mentioned by asextypical than sextypical womenas sources of positive influence, usually as
sources of encouragement and emotional support.

A computer scientist

writes,
Myhusband encouraged me to attempt what I wanted to do when
I was doubtful I could do it. He believes in me and is willing
to let me grow.
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An architect noted her husband's supportive colleagueship.
Myhusband, also a landscape architect, has been a continuing
source of strength. Wework well together and complement
each other's professional strengths and weaknesses. He is
my greatest career asset.
Male teachers were frequently mentioned by the atypical women
as imparters of information.

Twosuch examples follow:

The chairman of the civil engineering department of the
college I applied to talked me into engineering instead
of biology as a method of saving the environment.
Mydecision to go into public accounting was due to the
influence of my college advisor who••• took an interest in
me. He did everything possible to direct me and expose me
to all information available about the field.
With some teachers, it appears that competencygot a boost from
"feminine" romantic interests,

as in the case of the pharmacist who

writes,
I had a crush on my 7th grade math/science teacher, but
I was lousy in math so had to excell in science part so
· he would notice me.
Even the feminine helping role may come into play.
11

11

In high school we got a new chemistry teacher who was very
confused so I helped him out by cleaning up after labs,
making stock solutions, etc.
Female influences.

In contrast to the asextypical women,the sex-

typical womenmore frequently mention non-parental female relatives

and

female teachers as having positively influenced their career development. The heterogeneity expressed in the positive references to such
womenis also impressive.
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Cousins and grandmothers were frequently mentioned. A librarian
writes,
Mygrandmother was a librar i an in a small town where I
grew up--a much respected person--! enjoyed helping her
and eventual ly "substituting" for her as a young child.
A nurse noted a,
cousin, eight years older than I who is a nurse--she was
also a n~ighbor and I spent a great deal of time with her.
Several sextypical womenmentioned the unmet aspirations
other womenas influential.

of

A nurse writes,

Throughout my childhood (I) heard an aunt talk of how
she wanted to be a nurse and couldn 1 t as (she) could not
raise money in the family.
Other womennoted either the limited options represented _£l
available models or the narrowing of options they experienced in
relation to significant

others.

For example, one womanwrites,

There was a strong push to go into teaching as being
appropriate for a woman. Mymother and hers sisters were
teachers. Myself and one sister are presently teachers.
Another sextypical womanwrites,
Myguidance counselor literally gave me the choice of being
a teacher or a nurse. Mysister was a teacher so I decided to
be a nurse.
Even apparent serendipity was mentioned;
A female occupational nurse who walked to work each day
passed my house. I can rememberwhen she helped me after
get t ing caught \vhii e try ing to climb a picket fence.
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Summaryof Questionnaire Findings
The main features of the questionnaire data will be summarized
briefly below. First, data on similarities
the samples that are not directly
be described.

and differences between

related to specific predictions will

Subsequently, data relevant to each prediction will be

summarized.
General Findings
The overall return rate was 81.33%, with asextypical and sextypical
participants

about equally likely to complete and return the data

package. The average age of the asextypical respondent was 31 years
and nine months, significantly

younger than the average sextypical re-

spondent who was 36 years and ten months old.

This age difference was

largely accounted for by a large cluster of sextypical womenin the
45 to 50 age range.

All but one participant

were white.

In terms of employmentand education variables,

over 80%of each

sample reported working 30 hours weekly or more. The median number of
years employed in their current occupation was five to· ten for the
samples combined. At the time of the study, the average participant

had

held the masters degree or equivalent seven years and ten months, and
had earned the degree at the average age of 26 years and nine months.
Less than half of each sample reported coursework, an additional masters
degree or ot~er qualification

above and beyond the minimumfor inclusion,

although the asextypical womenunder 45 were significantly

more likely

than their sextypical age peers to have more than the minimumeduca.,,.
tional requirement.

Although overall there were trends for the asex"

typical womento work more hours weekly, to have been empl oyed for a
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fewer number of years and to have held the masters degree a shorter
time, none of these trends reached statistical

significance.

A pay discrepancy favoring the asextypical womenwas found between
those membersof each sample worktng the same number of hours each week.
While this trend was consistent at all levels of hours employed, the
difference was significant

only for those working 40 hours weekly or

more.
Looking at marital and family status,

about two....
thirds of each

sample were currently married or had been married at one time, and
about half of each sample was married at the time of the study.

Those

womenwho had married tended to marry late; 85%of each sample reporting their first

marriage after graduation from college.

Amongthose

of both samples who had ever married, it was the sextypical womenwho
were more likely to have children.

This difference was significant.

Of those womenreporting the income of either their husband or
current living partner, the median and modal response for both groups
was in the

over $17,000 category, indicating that membersof both

11

11

samples had marriedwel1 , -with the sextypical womenmore frequently
11

11

marrying men of higher status than themselves in terms of this most
salient factor (Safilios-Rothschild,

1976).

Turning to family background variables,

less than 20%of each

sample reported parental divorce or separation, or the death of a parent
prior to age 18. The reported SES of both groups tended to be ''average 11 ,
although the means for assessing this was imprecise,

No significant

differences were found on either family religion or current religion ..
Over 75%of each sample reported either Protestant or Catholic family
background.
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Parents of both samples tended to be more highly educated than
the general population, with over half of the mothers and fathers
having at least some college education.

There was a nonsignificant

trend for the mothers and fathers of asextypical womento be more highly
educated than their sextypica1 .counterparts.
Neither type of paternal or maternal employmentsignificantly
ferentiated

dif- .

the two groups, although fathers of asextypical womenwere

more frequently professionally

employed (19.4% as compared to 8.5% of

the fathers of sextypical women). The very few womenwho had mothers
who were professionally

employed were in the asextypical sample.

Findinas Relevant to Predictions
Several specific predictions were made prior to data collection,
which are relevant to the findings which have been reviewed:
· (1)

It was predicted that asextypical womenwould more frequently

be firstborn when compared to an equally educated sextypical sample.
This was confirmed for this sample--56.3% of asextypical as compared to
38.0% of the ·sextypical womenwere firstborn (X2=3. 79, df=l, p<.05).
(2)

It was predicted that asextypical womenwould have fewer bro-

thers than sextypical women. Although the data gathered were inadequate
to compare the number of brothers, when asextypical and sextypical
samples were compared in terms of the presence of absence of brothers,
it was the asextyp i cal women\-:homore frequently had broth~rs, contrary
to prediction.

Of the asextypical women,64.1% had brothers as compared
·to 46.5% of the sextypical women(X2=4,20, df=l, p<,05),
(3)

It was predicted that asextypical womenwould have greater

numbers of foreign-born parents and grandparents.

This was not confirmed.
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(4)

It was predicted that maternal employmentwould be higher

amongthe asextypical than the sextypical women,a prediction which
was generally confirmed. A significantly

greater proportion of the

asextypical womenreported that their mothers had been employed subsequent to marriage (x 2=8.84, df=l ,. p< .01). Although a trend favoring greater employmentamongthe mothers of asextypical womenwas
evident from before the participants•

birth through age 18, signi-

ficant differences were found only for the time interval before
the participant s birth (X2=12.63, df=l, p < .001).
1

(5)

It was predicted that occupationally atypical womenwould, on

an open-ended essay on early influences on career development, differ
from sextypical women(a) by reporting different

patterns of models,

(b) by more frequently reporting specific abilities

and preferences in

determinine career choice, (c) by more frequently reporting barriers
overcome in the course of moving toward a career, and (d) by less frequently mentioning 11practical

11

considerations as influencing career

development. Chi square analysis confirmed that the asextypical women
more frequently mention males as important, specifically,
influence of their fathers,

the positive

boyfriends, and male teachers, while the

sextypical womenmore frequently mention females as important, specifically,

the positive effects of female relatives

two categories related to mention of practical
fic abilities
judges.

and teachers.

The

considerations or speci-

were dropped from analysis due to low agreement amongthe

Finally, less than five percent of either sample was judged as

having mentioned barriers overcome, with no significant
between the asextypical and sextypical samples.

differences
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Cattell 16PF Personality Data
Each of the 125 participants

completed the Cattell 16PF, FormA.

The mean scale scores and the standard deviations for each group are
presented in Table 20, Meangroup profiles are displayed graphically
in F_igure 1.
The SPSS direct method discriminant analysis was used, yielding D
for the function of 2.06, significant

beyond the .001 level.

criminant function correctly classified
basis of this analysis,

71.85% of the cases.

The disOn the

it can be concluded that the asextypical and

sextypical samples can be differentiated
16PF personality profiles,

on the basis of their Cattell

thus confinning one of the major hypotheses

of the study.
A greater understanding of the group differences is gained by
focusi ng on the contributions of each of the scales to the discrimination.

The standardized weights and the relative

of the 16 scales are presented in Table 20.

contributions of each

Four of the 16 scales

contributed over 70%of the discriminating power of the function.

The

greater tough-minded realism (I) of the asextypical womenaccounted for
36.23% of the variance accounted for by the function.

The other three

most contributory scales were E, F, and H. As can be seen in Table 20,
the asextypical womenwere more assertive

(E), and more impulsive and

happy-go-lucky (F), but not quite as venturesome and socially bold

(H)

as the sextypical women. Another 21.7% of the variance was attributable
to group differences on A, B, and L, Thus the asextypical womentend
to be more reserved (A), brighter (B), and suspicious (L) than their
sextypical counterparts.
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Table 20
Meansand Standard Deviations on Cattell 16PF (Stens)

a

b

Asextypical

Scale

C

Sextypical

A Reserved/outgoing

4.09 (SD=l.81)

4.97 (SD=2.27)

B Dull/Bright

8.00 (SD=l.52)

7.48 ( SD=l.66)

C Affected by feelings/
Emotionally stable
E Humble/Assertive

5.53 (SD=2.17)

5.83 (SD=l.97)

7.22 (SD=l.91)

6.55 (SD=l.75)

F Sober/Happy-go-lucky

5.80 (SD=2.03)

5.38 (SD=2.08)

G Expedient/Conscientious

5.42 (SD=2.08)

5.24 (SD=l.87)

H Shy/ Venturesome

5.94 (SD=2.09)

6.35 (SD=2.06)

I Tough/Tender-minded

4.47 (SD=l.74)

5.76 (SD=l.78)

L Trusting/Suspicious

6.64 (SD=l.92)

5.86 (SD=l.78)

M

Practical/Imaginative

6.20 (SD=l.90)

6.35 (SD=l.86)

N

Forthright/Shrewd

4.34 (SD=l.90)

4.75 (SD=2.28)

0 Self-assured/Apprehensive

5.02 (SD=l.95)

5.20 (SD=2.05)

Ql Conservative/Experimenting
Q2 Group dependent/Selfsufficient
Q3 Undisciplined self-conflict/
Controlled
Q4 Relaxed/Tense

6.80 (SD=l.98)

6.70 (SD=l.92)

7. 17 (SD=l.81)

6.83 (SD=l.72)

5.53 (SD=l.83)

5.58 (SD=l.82)

6. l 0 (SD=l. 97)

5.77 (SD=2.15)

a

Standard scores based on
b

n=64

C

n=71

10

(Normsfor womenin general around 5.5)
11
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STANDARDTEN SCORE (STEN)

LOW SCORE
DESCRIPTION

HIGH SCORE

♦ Avenge-+

2

3

4

5

8

DESCRIPTION
7

8

9

RESERVED, DETACHED, CRITICAL,
ALOOF

OUTGOING
, WARMHE,.RTED, EASYGOING, PARTICl?ATING

(Si zorhymio)

{Affect othymia, formerly cycloth ymio )

MOREINTELLIGENT,ABSTRACTTHINKING, BRIGHT

LESS INTELLIGENT, CONCRETETHINKING

(Highe r schol a stic ment al capacity)

(Lower scho lastic mental capacity)

AFFECTED BY FEELINGS, EMOTIONALLY LESS STABLE, EASILY UPSET

EMOTIONALLY
STABLE, FACES
REALITY, CALM, MATURE

(Lower ego stre ngt h)

{Hi gher e-go sr rengrh)

ASSl!RTIVJ!, AGGRESSIVE, STUBBORN,
COMPETITIVE

HUMBLE,MILD, ACCOMMOOA
TING,
CONFORMING

(Domlnonc ■)

{ Submiss iv eness )

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY,IMPULSIVELY
LIVELY, GAY, ENTHUSIASTIC

SOBER, PRUDENT, SERIOUS, TACITURN
( Oesurgency )

(Surgency)

COMSCIJ!NTIOUS
, PERSEVERING,
STAID, MORALISTIC

IXPJ!Dll!NT, DISREGARDS RULES,
FEELS FEW OBLIGATIONS

(Strong•

(Weak er supere90 streng th )

SHY, RESTRAINED, TIMID,
THREAT-SENSITIVE
(T hr■ct l a)

Tl!NDU-MINDl!D, CLINGING,
OVER-PROTECTED , SENSITIVE
( P rMtsi o)

SUSPICIOUS,SELF- OflNI ONATED,
HARD TO FOOL
{Pr orension)

IMAGINATIVE,WRAPPED UP IN INNER
URGENCIES, CARELESS OF PRACTICAL
(Auti o)
MATTERS, BOHEMIAN

PRACTICAL, CAREFUL, CONVENTIONAL, REGULATED BY EXTERNAL
REALITIES, PROPER (Proxem ta)
Jl'ORTNRIGNT,
NATURAL, ARTLESS,
UNPRETENT IOUS

SHREWD
, CALCULATING, WORLDLY,
PENETRATING

)

(Sh rew dness)

S!LJl'-ASSURl!D,CONFIDENT,
SERENE

APPR!Hl!NSIVI!, SELF- REPROACHING,
WORRYING, TROUBLED
(Guilt -u)

(Un troubl ed adequacy)

!XPl!RIMJ!NTING, LIBERAL,
ANALYTICAL, FREE-THINKING
(Rodtcaltsm)

CONSERVATIVE
, RESPECTING ESTABLISHED IDEAS, TOLERANT OF TRAD!TIONAL DIFF ICULTIES (Consorvotism)
GROUP-DEPENDENT, A "JOINER" AND
SOUND FOLLOWER

SELJl'.SUfFICIENT, PREFERS OWN
DECISIONS, RESOURCEFUL

(Group adherence )

(Self ..suffic.iency)

CONTROLLED
, SOCIALLY PREC ISE,
FOLLOWINGSELF- IMAGE

UNDISCIPLINEDSELJl'-CONJl'LICT
, FOLLOWSOWNURGES, CARELESS OF
{ Lew integroti o:i)
PROTOCOL

(High

ltl!LAXl!D, TRANQUIL,
UNFRUSTRATED

ff••of

..,. ......

self . concept

c,bnrrol)

TENSE, FRUSTRATED, DRIVEN,
OVERWROUGHT

tension)

A

strengt h)

(Pormio)

TRUSTING
, AOAPTABL E, FRE E OF
JEALOUSY, EASY TO GET ALONG
WITH
(Alaxla)

(Low .-rgic

superego

VENTURESOME,SOCIALLY BOLD,
UNINHIBITED, SPONTANEOUS

TDUGH-MINDED
, SELF-REL IANT,
REALISTIC, NO-NONSENSE
(Harrta)

(A rtlessness

10

(H igh ergl c te n sion)

2
2.2'll, 4A'll,
1

J
U'llo

4

•

7
J
15.0'llo If .I% lf ,l'll, 15-0'll,

• '

f_.2'llo 4A'JI,

IO · l•obholU'll,o#N-

Figure l
MeanCattell 16PF Profiles for Asextypical and Sextypical
Groups Comparedto Norm
s for

-------

Asextypical (N=64)
Sextypical (N=71)

Womenin General

11

11
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Table 21
Summaryof Contributions of Sixteen Scales of Cattell

16PF

to Discriminant Function

Scale

Mean Difference
(d vector)

A

.868

B

Standardized
Weight

Percent Contribution
to Discrimination

.2239

9.54%

- . 5211

-.2493

6.31%

C

.2997

.3186

4.63%

E

-.6695

-.3583

11. 64%

F

-.4166

-.6404

12.95%

G

-.1825

-.1067

0.95%

H

.4146

.5062

10.19%

I

1.2918

.5779

36.23%

L

-.7814

-.1542

5.85%

M

.149

-.0758

-0.55 %

N

.4027

-.0464

-0.91%

0

.1816

.2116

1.87%

Ql

-.0927

.1786

-0.80%

Q2

-.3409

-.1528

2.53%

Q3

.0462

-.2733

-0.61 %

Q4

-.3192

-.0125

0.19%
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Specific directional
the 16 scales.

predictions were made in regard to six of

These are rev~ewed briefly below;

E- It was predicted and confirmed that the asextypical group
would be more assertive
group.

as a whole than the sextypical

Group differences were in the predicted direction

and this submissive/dominance dimension accounted for
11.64%of the variance of the two-group discriminant space.
H- It was predicted that the asextypical group would be more
adventurous than the sextypical group.

Contrary to predic-

tion, it was the sextypical womenwho tended to be more
adventurous, with the differences on this scale accounting
for over 10%of the discriminating power of the function.
M- It was predicted that the asextypical group would be more
imaginative than the sextypical group.

No differences were

found on this dimension, thus failing to confirm this prediction.
0-

It was predicted that the asextypical womenwould be more
self-confident

than their sextypical counterparts.

Though

the differences found were in the predicted direction,
were too small to have any significance.

they

Thus, this predic-

tion was not supported.

Ql- It was predicted that the asextypical group would be more
experimenting than the sextypical group. However, no differences were found on this dimension.
Q2- It was predicted that the asextypical group would be more
self-sufficient

than the sextypical group. Though the
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differences

on this dimension were in the predicted direct-

ion, they were too small to support his prediction.
Overall, the pattern of differences
conform to that which was predicted.

between the samples does not

Of the six scales about which

specific predictions were made, only one, the Assertive/dominance scale
(E) was amongthe top four scales contributing
criminant function.

to the significant

dis-

Twoof the remaining top four scales were not en-

compassed in any prediction,

i.e.

the Tough versus tender~minded dimen-

sion (I), and the Sober versus happy-go-lucky dimension (F).
of the top four discriminators

The last

was included in the prediction but the

difference found was in the direction opposite to that which was predicted, with the sextypical group being to more adventurous (H).
The most noteworthy feature of the Cattell
congruence of the mean profiles
as they vary systematically
the norms, on traits
tency cluster".

16PF data is the marked

of a~extypical and sextypical samples

from the "womenin general

11

represented by

which relate conceptually to the Braverman "compe- ·

The combined samples deviate from the nonns on many

of just those competency-related scales that were predicted to differentiate the two groups, i.e.
(Ql), and self-sufficient
degrees of intelligence
traits

they were more assertive

(E), experimenting

(Q2) than the norms. They also showed greater
(B) and forthrightness

which can also be seen as indicative

these five scales most sharply differentiate

(N) than the norms,

of greater competence. While
the groups combined from

the norms, they are responsible for less than one-fourth of the di scriminating power of the funct i on separating the two groups for each other.
In brief,

the overall pattern of differences

well described in terms of differences

between groups is not

on a competency dimension, though
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a competency profi l e we11 characterizes
II

womenin_ general

11

11

II

both groups relative

represented by _the norms. The differences

to the
between

sextypical and asextypical womenare more aptly described in terms of
the role expectations and job demands of sextypical and asextypica,1
employment, as shall be discussed.
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Sex Role
Data relevant to sex roles were obtained from two sources;

(1) the

BernSex Role Inventory, under two situation ~specific instructional
and "ideal woman instructions;
11

ment of traditionally

sets

and (2) questionnaire data on the allot ...

masculine and feminine household and family re~

sponsibilities.
BernSex Role Inventory
Genera1 considerations.

One hundred and_thirty-four

womencompleted

the BSRIsheets (one BSRIfrom an asextypical participant was discarded
due to missing pages).

Masculinity, Femininity, and Androgynyscores

were derived for each womanunder each of the three different
ional sets.

instruct-

The Masculinity score is the mean rating of the 20 mascu-.

line items while the femininity score is the mean rating of the 20
feminine items.
earliest

The Androgynyscore was derived according to Bern's

method (1974), by subtracting F-M.

Bernhas recently revised her initial

scoring system to provide for

what she believes is an important distinction

between those who score

high on both Mand F (androgynous) and those who score low on both M
and F (undifferentiated).
study for several reasons.
rare in both groups.

No such distinction
First,

was made in the present

low Mand F scores were exceedingly

Less than 1% of the 804 Masculinity and Femininity

scores of the 134 participants

under the three BSRIinstructions

were

less than 3 (with a possible range from 1 to 7), and in no cases were
both Mand F scores for a single individual under a given instructional
set under 3.

Secondly, Bemis revised scoring method uses median Mand

F scores for a given group as cut-offs for establishing androgynous
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versus undifferentiated
to an artificially

individuals,

a procedure which would have led

inflated group of 11undifferentiated

11

individuals,

since both groups tended to be high Mand F.
Bernhas demonstrated empirical as well as logical independence of
the Masculinity and Femininity scores (1974).

This independence of

scales has been further verified by Gaudreau (1977).

For the current

study, independence was verified by calculating Pearson correlations
these scales for each of the three instructional
correlation

sets.

on

The largest

between Mand -F scores was .09, indicating that for my

samples, these scales are indeed independent.
Femininity and Masculinity Scores.

The mean F and M scores on the

BSRIfor the asextypical and sextypical samples are given in Table 22.
Summarytables for the repeated measures ANOVA
on F and M scores are
given in Tables 23 and 24 respectively.
of interesting

trends emerge. First,

Looking at these data, a number
for both groups, self-descriptions

tended to be more feminine under the social situation
than under the job situation
effect).

instructions

Conversely, self-descriptions

the job instructions

instructional

(p<.05 for instructions

set
main

tended to be more masculine under

than the social instructions

(p<.01). * These com-

plementary differences lend confirmation to the supposition that social
situations
salient.

are femininity-salient

while job situations

The use of the BSRIwith different

are masculinity-

instructional

self-perceived differences in behavior across situations

sets to elicit
is supported.

*The significance of the differences in Mand F scores as a function of
instructional set were uniformly confirmed with the Neuman-Keulstest.
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Table 22
MeanFemininity and Masculi nity Scores on BSRI under Three
Instructional

Participants

Social Situation

F

Sets

Job Situation

M

F

M

Ideal Woman

F

M

Asextypi ca 1a

4.78

4.79

4.33

5.13

4.94

5.56

Sextypicalb

4.89

4.64

4.71

5.07

5.06

5.47

Table 23
Repeated Measures ANOVA
of Femininity Scores on BSRI under Three
Instructional

Sets (N=134)

Mean
Square

Source

Sumof
Squares

Groups

4.21

1

4.21

89.80

132

.68

16.24

2

8.12

85.70**

1. 54

2

. 77

8. 13**

25,01

264

.09

Ss within groups
Instructions
Groups x Instructions
~

within groups x

df

F
6.19 *

Instructions
Total

136.8

401

*p< .05

p<.01
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Table 24
Repeated Measures ANOVA
of Masculinity Scores on BSRIunder Three
Instructional

Sets (N=134}

Source

Sumof
Squares

Groups

1.00

1

1.00

178.52

132

1. 35

42.51

2

21. 25

.14

2

.07

56.74

264

.21

278.91

401

Ss within groups
Instructions
Groups x Instructions
~

within groups x

Mean
Square

df

F

.74
98.88 **
.32

Instructions
Total

** p<.01
Second, both asextypical and sextypical groups heavily endorsed both
masculine and feminine items in their self-descriptions
tions.

in both situa-

These BSRIdata indicate that both groups see themselves as

nurturant,

sensitive,

and expressive, in addition to having the more

masculine 11 competency traits.

11

instructions
traditional

The mean scores for the

show that both groups value traits
masculinity

11

11

11

11
ideal woman

associated with both

and 11femininitl'.

Finally, turning to differences between the two samples1 and considering just the Femininity scores, sextypical womendescribe themselves as more feminine in both job and soci_al situations

than asexty ...

pical women,and they describe their ideal as more feminine (main effect
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for groups significant,
ity

p< .05).

On the other hahd, when just Masculin-

scores are considered, the asextypical womendescribe themselves

as more masculine in both situations
ences are not significant.

and their ideal, but these differ ~

In brief, it appears that the asextypical

womensee themse1ves as 1ess

feminine" but not necessarily more "mascu...

11

line 11 than the sextypical women.
Sex-typing:

Androgynyscores.

The Androgynyscores lean in the

negative-valence, masculine direction for both groups under all instructional sets with only one exception--sextypical
tion describe themselves in a slightly
Table 25).

womenin a social situa-

feminine-typed direction

(See

Although both groups tended to endorse feminine items more

highly than masculine ones, this tendency was even stronger for the
asextypical group.

For each instructional

was less sex-typed (i.e.

set, the asextypical sample

more sex-reversed) than the sextypical sample.

ANOVA
confirmed that the main effect for groups was significant

(p<.05).

Table 25
MeanAndrogynyScores (F-M) on BSRIunder Three Instructional

Participants
Asextypicala
Sextypicalb

Social Situation
-.01
.2521

Job Situation

Sets (N=l34)

Ideal vJoman

-.81

-.62

-.37

-.41
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Table 26
Repeated Measures ANOVA
of AndrogynyScores (F-M) on BSRIunder
Three Instructional

Sets

Source

Sumof Squares

Groups

9.29

1

9.29

262.64

132

1.99

40.38

2

20.19

. 97

2

.49

86.99

264

.33

400.27

401

Ss within groups
Instructions
Groups x Instructions
~

within groups x

df MeanSquare

F

4.67 *

61.28**
1.48

Instructions
Total

*p< .05
** p<. 01
The main effect for instructions

was also significant

(p<.01) in

terms of the Androgynyscores.

Both groups tended to rate themselves

less in the masculine direction

(i.e.

in the job situation.

more sex-typed) in the social than

For both groups, their ideal behavior was reported

to be closer to their job than to their social behavior.
Several predictions were made in regard to the BSRI. It was predicted that asextypical womenwould describe themselves as less sextyped than the sextypical womenon all three BSRImeasures,

11

0n the job",

"in a social situation with other men and women", and ''ideal woman".
Finally, it was predicted that both groups would describe themselves
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as more masculine in the job situation and more feminine in the social
situation,

lending validity to the use of situation-specific

instructions

when administering the BSRI. All of the predictions were confirmed.
Allotment of 11Masculine11 and 11Ferninine11 Responsibilities

at Home
..

Do the differences in sex-,.typing as measured by the BSRI have
correlates other than the sextypicality
the allotment .of traditionally
bilities

of ones occupation? Data on

masculine or feminine household responsi-

provided by most of the womenliving in coupled or family

situations

are relevant to this question.

note who took the major responsibility
feminine and masculine tasks.

Participants

were asked to

for a number of traditionally

The results are presented in Table 27.

For each of the tasks a 2 x 2 chi square was done, comparing the frequency that the participant

reported herself to hold major responsibility

versus the frequency that any other response was offered.
seen from the table, significant
the six

11

chi squares were obtained on four of

feminine tasks, indicating that the asextypical womenwere
11

significantly
11

As can be

less likely to take major responsibility

feminine tasks.
11

No significant

for most of the

differences were found between the

samples with respect to the masculine tasks.
11

11

In brief, the trends evident from these analyses mirror the BSRI
finding where the groups differed on Femininity but not Masculinity
scores, i ,e. the asextypical womenperform less of the traditionally
female homeresponsibilities

than the sextypical women,whereas the

. groups do not appear to consistently differ in the degree to which they
take responsibility

for tasks traditionally

in the male domain. · The
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Table 27
Percentage of Respondents WhoTake Major Responsibility for
Traditionally

Feminine and Masculine HomeResponsibilities

Responsibility
11

Asextypical

x2

Sextypical

Feminine11
Food shopping

51.3%

73.0%

3.99*

Food preparation

64.1%

75.7%

.09

Cleaning up
after meals
Washing clothes

26.3%

54.1%

6.01

51.3%

75.7%

4.86 *

Sweeping and
vacuuming
Child care
non-work hours
"Masculine

33.3%

64.9%

7.56**

21.4%

50.0%

3.02

Taking out gargage

15.4%

22.2%

.03

Small household
Repairs
Mowingthe lawn

13.2%

19.4%

.03

17.9%

9. 1%

2.16

*

11

*p< .05

*ix

.01
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net effect of this is that the asextypical womenlean toward a more
androgynous blend of household responsibilities
womenfollow a more sex-typed pattern.

whereas the sextypical

Since only 3 of the participants

45 or older were currently married and reported data relevant to this
question, the group differences do not appear to be a function of age.
Summaryof Person~

and Sex Role Findings Relevant to
Predictions

Several predictions were made in regard to the personality and
sex role data which have been presented.
(1)

These are reviewed below.

It was predicted that asextypical womenwould differ from

sextypical womenin overall personality,

as represented by the Cattell

16PF taken as a whole. This prediction was confirmed in a discriminant
analysis which yielded a D of 2.06 (p<.001).
ality profiles
(2)

significantly

differentiated

Thus Cattell 16PF personthe two samples.

It was predicted that the asextypical womenwould score

significantly

more extreme scores on six scales found to characterize

asextypical \'lomenstudied by Bachtold and vJerner and conceptually related
to competence: Submissive/dominant (E), Shy/adventurous (H), Conventtional/imaginative
resourceful

(M), Conservative/radical

(Q2), Confident/insecure

was not found; the only substantial

(0).

(Ql), Group dependent/
This pattern of differences

difference in the predicted direction

was for the Submissive/dominant dimension (E).
not sharply differentiate
to differentiate
t he norms.

While these scales did

the two groups from each other , they did tend

both groups from the ''women in general II represented by
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(3)

It was predicted that the occupationally

would describe their

11

asextypical women

ideal woman on the BSRI as less sex~typed than
11

the sextypical women. The group differences
in the predicted direction
main effect for groups.

on Androgyny scores were

and a repeated measures ANOVA
indicated a
While the differences

were as predicted,

neither group described their ideal as highly sex-typed, i.e.

both

groups described a highly androgynous ideal.
(4)

Occupationally asextypical

womenwere predicted to describe

themselves as less sex-typed than sextypical womenboth 0n the job
11

and in a social situation
11

predictions

with other men and women
11

•

were confirmed, with main effects

instructions

for Androgyny scores.

both instructions

11

Again, these

for both groups and

In general, self-descriptions

under

were highly androgynous rather than sex-typed for

both groups.
(5)

Finally,

it was predicted that both groups would describe

themselves as more masculine in the job situation
the social situation.
significant

main effect for instructions

Androgyny scores.
for different

This was confirmed.

and more feminine in

ANOVA
results

indicated a

on Masculinity, Femininity and

The assumption that these two situations

are salient

sex roles is supported as is the use of the BSRI for elici-

ting situation-specific

differences

in self-descriptions.
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
The data suggest that no one prototypic family background or personality profile relates to either occupational asextypicality

or to

high academic attainment in women. On the contrary, the findings are
richly heterogeneous, and indicate that a variety of family, cultural,
and personality constellations
commitmentto a particular

may converge to determine a woman's

asextypical career.

The data from the

present study shed light on some of the factors contributing to high
educational achievement, and more importantly, to asextypical career
choice amongwomen. This discussion focuses first
trends differentiating

on some of the

both groups of high educated womenfrom women

in general, and, in more depth, on the trends that differentiate

the

occupationally asextypical womenfrom those employed in more traditionally

female occupations.

Just as quantification

usually fails to adequately portray the

complexity of the people represented, so also, a discussion of group
trends does not do justice

to the individual variability

While I regret the richness lost in such simplification,
discussion is generally restricted
Recruitment:
My "clinical

within groups.
the present

to group trends.

Encounter with the Unexpected

impressions" from my interactions

cipants suggested that the personalities

with the parti-

of sextypical and asextypical

professional womenin my study were more similar than distinct.
had expected womento resist

participation

I

in my study since I was an
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unknownstudent and participation

involved paper-and-pencil personal-

ity measures and at least two hours of time.
enthusiastically

received.

To my surprise,

I was

Womencontacted seemed challenged by my

desire to study employed women. They cooperated by sending me names
of other womenand agencies, writing lengthy responses and editorial
commentson the questionnaires,
or criticisms

of the project.

and contacting me with questions and/
Most important, they completed and re-

turned the materials at a rate second in the literature
to that of Astin's PhD subjects.

reviewed only

In light of the heavy job and fami-

ly demands of most of the women, and the time and thought required
to participate,
persistence

the level of cooperation was extraordinary.

no doubt contributed,

While my

the personal characteristics

womenthemselves I believe played a major role.

of the

A corrmitment to re-

search spurred by their own memories of graduate school, and/or an
appreciative
participate

response to the recognition implied by the invitation

to

in the present research may have contributed to this result.

While warmly received, I did not get the impression of mere passive cooperation, as one might expect of stereotypically
concerned primarily with meeting t pe needs of others.

feminine women
Rather, the

womenappeared to take themselves as well as my invitation
seriously,

not hesitating

to ask me to clarify

or issues of confidentiality.

most

points of the procedure

Several were direct in asking feedback

at the completion of the study, mentioning disappointment at not having received results

from previous studies in which they had engaged.

The unanticipated assertive

involvement with the investigation

tended beyond the final recruits
encountered along the way.

ex-

to include many professional women
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More surprising
assertive

qualities

than the inquisitive,

enthusiastic,

warm, and

of the womenI encountered was the fact that my

impressions were uniform for members of both samples, negating my own
stereotypic

expectations.

The nurses were no more passive and docile

than the engineers were dominant and aloof.

The more contacts I made,

the more I became impressed with the androgynous mixture of warmth and
assertiveness

shared by these women. As I experienced the dissipation

of some of my own stereotypes,
achieving, career-oriented

the similarities

among these high

womenbecame more salient

than the dif-

ferences.
Correlates rif Academic Achievement: Similarities

between

Asextypical and Sextypical Samples
Cattel 1 l 6PF
The personality

profile data corroborate the impressions gained

from personal contact with the participants.
was typical of both asextypical

A 11competency11 profile

and sextypical women, and while the

atypical womenobtained more extreme scores on such traits
gence, assertiveness,

imaginativeness,

and experimenting qualities,

forthrightness,

these differences

as intelli-

self-sufficiency

were small, and both

groups differed markedly from the norms for "womenin general

II

on these

competency-related scales.
In 1977, Bachtold drew the following conclusion in regard to the
accumulated data from the Bachtold and Werner series,
essential personality elements for women's attainment as a
psychologist, scientist,
artist, writer, or politician appear
to require behavior that shows good mental capacity, and in
opposition to traditional sex-role expectations, such traits
as assertiveness and low reactivity to threat, together with
an inclination to experiment with problems (1977, p. 77).
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The present study would suggest that

women1 s attainment" in such sex-

11

typical fields as nursing and library science is governed by similar
personality

necessities,

and that the core of competency traits

as mea-

sured by the Cattell relate mainly to high academic attainment,
only secondarily to the sextypicality

and

of one's chosen field.

BSRI
While the Cattell data indicate that both groups are high on such
competence factors as assertiveness,
relative

self-sufficiency,

and intelligence

to womenin general, they do not speak as clearly to the

traditionally
BSRI data.

feminine 11warmth and expressiveness

11

traits

On the BSRI, there are strong similarities

groups which go beyond the Cattell

as do the

between the

data in allowing a separate evalua-

tion of how the groups describe themselves on independent masculinity
and femininity dimensions.
Both groups, under all instructional
high androgynous manner, i.e.

sets, tended to respond in a

showing relatively

ment of both Masculine and Feminine items.
as exhibiting

Both groups see themselves

high levels of both 11masculinity

both job and social situations.

equal and high endorse-

11

and 11femininity

11

in

The data clearly do not suggest that

either group of vJOmenis more competent or 11masculine 11 than sensitive, nurturant,

or

11

femini ne11 •

Neither do they, any more than the

Cattell data, suggest that competency traits

are restricted

to women

in asextypical occupations.
According to their descriptions

11
,
both
of their "ideal woman

asextypical and sextypical womenstrongly value and p~esumably strive
for characteristics

associated with both sex roles.

This finding is
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consistent with Hawley's study (1969).

She found career womento have

a more flexible and androgynous feminine ideal than less career-oriented
women. It appears that membersof both groups strive for an integration
of characteristics

which are at odds with stereotypic

feminine role

behavior in this culture.
Demographicand Family Background Factors
It is hardly surprising that the asextypical and sextypical samples
are similar on characteristics
attainment in the United States.

typical of individuals with high academic
For example, both groups tend to have

better educated parents and come from more upwardly mobile families
than is typical of the general population (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1973).

Membersof both samples tended to come from highly stable

families with minimal disruption of family life via death, parental .
divorce or separation.

Both groups were white with resulting easier

access to educational and employmentopportunities

than would be the

case for minority Americans. Womenin both groups frequently reported
parental encouragement toward academic and career goals, and very little
negative influence of either parent in regard to their aspirations.
Membersof both groups tended toward fairly continuous schooling.

This,

the fact that most womencompleted college before marrying for the first
time, and the lower marriage rate relative

to the general population are

all consistent with trends for high educated American women(U.S. Bureau
of the Census).
Thus, the data indicate that 60th asextypical and sextypical women
in the present samples came from families which can be seen as enriched
in terms of factors contributing to academic attainment more typically

-
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valued for men. But what about more traditionally

feminine involve -

ments? Most of the womenin both groups have been involved in those
most traditionally

feminine roles of wife and/or mother, suggesting in

actual behavior that they are not 11traitors
late age at first
vis

a vis

11

to such conmitments. The

marriage, the low marriage rate, and low childbearing

the general population (U.S. Bureau of the Census) most likely

result from the different

priorities

and time limitations

of womenwho

experience a broad range of options and commitments, and who work within
an occupational structure

ill-designed

to accommodateboth career and

family commitments. The wide variety of family and work responsibilities handled by most of the women,and the obvious pleasure they find
in their work, apparent from personal contact and from autobiographical
essays, do not conform to the image of womenengaging in high occupational achievement as neurotic

masculine protest

11

Before sunmarizing the similarities
commenton an unexpected similarity

11
•

between these two groups, a·

is in order.

Contrary to predic-

tion~ the two samples do not differ on the number of parents and grandparents born abroad.

The literature

reviewed indicated a trend for more

frequent foreign background amongoccupationally atypical womenin
fields requiring advanced degrees.

Howevernone of the studies which

found this factor had excluded foreign born womenfrom participation.
Thus, the failure to find such a relationship
probably an artifact

in the current study is

of the experimental design which excluded womennot

born in the United States from participation
tion of any relationship
occupation amongwomen.

rather than a disconfirma-

between foreign background and asextypical
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Summary
In brief,

the asextypical

and sextypical womenin the present study

were similar on factors which are generally associated with academic
attainment.

The performance of both groups on the Cattell
the picture of high masculine

stantiate

11

11

tends to sub-

competence in both groups.

However, the BSRI data indicate that both groups see themselves as
having unusually broad repertoires,
dimensions of both sex roles.

flexibly

encompassing the positive

The demographic and family background

data indicate that both groups have been "enriched" in factors which
facilitate

high academic attainment.
Asextypical Development: Enriched or Deviant?

A consideration
typicality

of several perspectives

for conceptualizing

sex-

of career choice will enlighten the discussion of group dif-

ferences found in the current study.

The most important viewpoint to

be presented is that of Almquist and Angrist, for it provides a rubric
under which a variety of other conceptualizations

may be understood.

In 1970 Almquist and Angrist made an important distinction
deviance

11

11

between

and "enrichment" hypotheses in a study of the backgrounds of

college womenplanning to enter sextypical

or asextypical

occupations.

The deviance hypothesis suggests that,
the strongly career oriented girl who chooses a masculine
occupation is the product of social learning experiences
which set her apart from her more conventional age-mates,
experiences which lead her to develop a masculine image of
herself and her adult role (pp. 242, 243).
According to this view, the unconventional chooser has had difficulties
in relation

to parents and peers which result

in an ''unfeminine" dis-
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in te rest i n mar ri age and chi l dre n and a patholog i cal st r iv in g after
"masc ul in e " goals.
The auth ors proposed an al te rnative point of vi ew which has the
positive vi rt ue of emphas izing t he avail abilit y of varie d rol e models
r at her than unhealthy devia t io ns fro m normal person al it y devel opment.
Accordi ng to t his vi ewpoint,

at ypical car eer choi ce i s seen as one

healthy out come of enriching

life experi ences.

From this persp ectiv e,

the unconventio nal chooser is not so much a re negade as
she i s th e product of enr ic hi ng experi ences which l ead to
a less stereotype d and broader concept i on of t he female
role ( p. 243).
According to the enrich ment hypot hesis,

it takes unusual fami ly cir -

cumst ances to fost er the androgynous i ndivi duat i on which may manife st
itsel f i n at ypic al occupat i onal choice.
Almqui st and Angri st st udie d the f amily and pers onal background
corre l ate s of both at ypicalit y and career sa l i ence , i .e . t he degree
to whic h wor k is ant ici pat ed as an importa nt role i n the adul t woman's
l ife.

The aut hors fo und high career sal ien ce t o be st rongly correla t ed

wi t h aty pic al care er choi ce .

In genera l, t heir resul ts suppor t the

enric hment hypothes i s, emphasizi ng t he role of experie nces whi ch
foster

i ndependence, broa d sex -ro l es, and genera l compet ence as re l at ed

choosers and women of low care er sali ence , atypi cal ly-or iented and
care er salient

wom
en te nded to have more highly educated and wor kin g

moth er s , t o have been exposed to a wider var i et y of occupat i onal r ol e
model s , and to have had a gre ater

ari et y of work expeftiences before

f ini shi ng colleg e , ali fa ct ors whi ch can be seen as eit her express i ons of
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already blossoming androgyny or as contributing
competency traits

are well-integrated

to broad sex roles where

with feminine identity.

Achievement Motivation
A number of researchers

have presented perspectives consistent with

the enrichment hypothesis, detailing

some of the ways "enriched" family

background and social factors may impact on occupational choice.

Many

assume higher achievement motivation to underly asextypical choice.
In a provocative article,

Laws (1976) applied Rotter's

social learning

theory to the problem, and focuses on the motivational aspects of
achievement.

She notes that achievement behaviors are a function of

one's aspirations,

based on the expectancy that one is likely to suc-

ceed, and on the value one places on the goals to which one aspires.
Following this analysis she examines elements in the social and occupa~
tional structure

which would contribute to a low expectancy of success

and ambivalent valuing of male~identified

goals by women. Consistent

with this model, factors which increase either a woman's expectancy of
success or her valuing of 11male11 goals would tend to increase the likelihood of her aspiring to and achieving in asextypical domains.
Expectancy.

Recent research by Burlin speaks to the expectancy

dimension of the model described (1976).
ference between the

11

real

11

and 11 ideal

11

She found a significant

career aspirations

dif-

of adolescent

women. Asextypical occupations \>Jeremore frequently mentioned as
11

ideal

11

than "real" choices, whereas sextypical occupations were more

frequently chosen in terms of their actual plans.

The author concludes,

the desire to pursue a broader range of occupations is present
in the young women; however, personal and social forces appear
to have limited their belief that in real life these occupa~
tions could actually be pursued (p. 128).
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On a more general level, Lenney's review (1977) indicates
sex-linkage of a specific

task affects

the self-confidence

that the
of women, who

tend to expect themselves to perfonn less adequately on male-identified
tasks.
Value.

In terms of the valuing element of the equation, the

research of Horner and others on "fear of success" has demonstrated prevalent ambivalence amongwomenin regard to achievement in male domains.
Stein and Bailey (1973) in reviewing the literature

on achievement moti-

vation in womenconclude that womenset higher value on performing well
in sex-appropriate

achievement areas, and that their attainment values

in a given sphere predict their subsequent effort
Applicability

of the Model. Several studies tend to validate the

use of the social-learning
career choice.

and performance.

model for a consideration

of asextypical

Kriger (1972) sees occupational choices as falling

along

a continuum from no employment to total work commitment, with womenin
sextypical fields

being more psychologically

womenthan their asextypical
asextypical

counterparts.

fields are characterized

a greater willingness

to take risks,

either of the comparison groups.
among the asextypical
homemakergroup.

similar to unemployed
She suggests that womenin

by higher achievement motivation,
~nd less fear of failure

Her results

group and more restrictive

than

confirmed both higher nAch
childrearing

among the

In terms of achievement motivation she concludes,

The decision concerning occupational field and level is secondary to the initial decision to enter a career, and is primarily
dependent on a girl's level of achievement motivation. Thus,
girls with a high need to achieve will tend to enter occupations where competition and demands are high and general
acceptance of womenis low, i.e. male-dominated occupations;
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girls with relatively low levels of nAch will
tions in which womenhave been traditionally
competition is low; and where conditions are
allow the successful combination of a career
role ( p. 430).

enter occupaaccepted, where
such that they
and homemaker

Angrist and Almquist's finding of a strong association
career-salience

and atypical

choice is consistent with the view of asex-

typical womenas having higher achievement motivation.
Bailey conclude in their review,
teristic

11

of endeavor that departs from traditional

sarily conflict

A slightly

As Stein and

high achievement motivation is charac-

of womenwho manifest 'masculine'

Role Conflict.

between

different

interests

feminine pursuits''

(p. 352).

perspective that does not neces-

with that which has been outlined,

typical and sextypical womenmay differ,

by choosing a field

suggests that asex-

not so much in terms of their

achievement needs as much as in the comfort with which they can express
these needs in occupational roles.

Choice of a 11feminine 11 occupation

may represent a compromise, allowing the expression of achievement needs
with less conflict

with cultural

with an asextypical
internally

choice.

generated conflict

feedback (Stein and Bailey).
found that

11

pioneer

11

sex role demands than would be the case

Sextypical career choice would both reduce
and minimize externally

Consistent with this point of view, Nagely

working womenless frequently projected conflict

onto a neutral female stimulus in a projective
quently expressed satisfaction
11

traditional

difficulty

11

imposed negative

situation,

and success as a working womanthan

working women. She concluded that

integrating

The present study.

and more fre-

11

pioneers

11

had less

their roles as homemakerand worker.
Trends from the current investigation

gestive of both higher achievement needs and/or less conflict

are sugabout

--
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expressing these needs in asextypical domains among the occupationally
asextypical women. The atypical womentended to work more hours each
week, and were more li kely to either hold a second masters degree, be
pursuing another advanced degree or at least to have completed coursework beyond the masters or equivalent.
Unpredicted group differences

in marital and family status are

consistent with the view of sextypica l womenas having a narrower, more
conventional view of the i r options than members of the asextypical

group

and with their being less comfortable expressing the achievement needs
in male domains. The presence of a heavy proportion of single women
11

11

in the ranks of the 45 or older sextypical

group raises the possibility

that more of .the older sextypical womensaw marriage and career in
conflicting

terms.

Amongthe ever-married women, the sextypicals
more likely to have children.

were significantly

While having fewer children may put the

asextypical womenin the minority position from a statistical

point of

view, it need not imply deviance in the sense of personality

maladjust-

ment.

On the contrary, asextypical womenmay be more willing to take

the risk of expressing their high competence in achievement areas
clearly defined as male
11

inhibited,

11
,

whereas more sextypical womenmay be more

and may well bear children by default,

in this way conform to expectations

for

11

feminine

feeling that she must
11

behavior.

The sextypical womenwere also more likely to take major responsibility

for child-care

and other trad i tionally

ties.

While it might be argued that

11

deviant

feminine home responsibili11

upbringing has lead them

to give up the joys of the feminine role, food preparation and housework
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are hardly intrinsically
In brief,

rewarding when added to full work commitments.
the sextypical womenmore frequently appear to fit the 11
super-

woman11
mold, performing. all of the functions of the traditional

wife/

mother role in addition to a career, a means of resolving conflicts
between expressing achievement and competence incongruent with traditional femininity 11(Stein and Bailey).
11

Correlates of Asextypical Career Choice: Differences between
Asextypical and Sextypical Samples
vJhile there is a clear tendency for both groups to be similarly
11

enriched 11 on dimensions which distinguish

women,differences

them from less educated

between the groups are the central focus of the pre-

sent investigation.

Not all of the expected distinguishing

features of

occupationally asextypical womenwashed out when the asextypical group
was compared to an equally educated sextypical sample.

Keeping in mind

some of the explanations for atypical choice which have been presented,
the major findings in regard to group differences will be discussed.
Catte 11 l 6PF
The discriminant analysis successfully
samples on the Cattell.

differentiated

the two

While both groups scored high on scales related

to competence, the asextypical group tended to exceed the sextypical
group on these traits.

Though the differences were generally small,

with heavy overlap of the distributions,
such achievement-facilitating
profession,
fields.

traits

they may be particularly

the results

may be essential
critical

suggest that while
to succeed in E.!JY..

for entry into atypical
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The major group differences
the different

on the Cattell are more consistent with

role expectations and requirements of sextypical and asex-

typical employmentthan with greater

11

competence amongthe asextypical
11

women. The four scales which contributed most to the discrimination
were I, F, E, and H, in that order, followed by A, B, and L. The asextypical womenwere most sharply differentiated

from the sextypical women

by their low scoring on I, the tough versus tender-minded dimension.
According to Cattell,

Eber, and Tatsuoka, low scorers on I tend to

( rejects

expect little

11

illusions

11
),

take responsibility,

to the point of cynicism as compared to womenin general
11

Bachtold points out that it may be only the

11

and be hard
11

(p. 93).

tough-minded womanwho
11

survives graduate school and enters professions where females are at
a disadvantage.
The more aloof (A) individual,

also more likely to be asextypical,

tends to be more socially reserved, precise,

distrustful,

to work with objects and ideas rather than people.
higher H individual,

more typically

sextypical,

people, and is more genial and socially

bold.

and preferring

In contrast,

the

prefers to work with
The pattern of differences

on these two scales goes along with the fact that womenin sextypical
fields more frequently have heavy contact with people relative

to women

in asextypical employment.
The usual asextypical womanwas higher on L, the Trusting/suspicious dimension.
nal threat,

The high L person tends to be more on guard to exter-

and to use projection as a major defense, i.e.

perceiving

anxiety-producing stimuli as coming from the environment rather than as
internally

produced.

Such a perspective may be realistic

and adaptive
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in professional environments where subtle and not-so-subtle

forms of

discrimination abound.
The two factors,

Band E, intelligence

and assertiveness

are higher

amongthe asextypical women. As was pointed out in the earlier

litera-

ture review, womenin atypical occupations tend to have even more of
the

11

right

traits

11

of these traits

than men in comparable occupations.

may facilitate

employmentin atypical fields.
et al have noted that

Unusual degrees

overcoming obstacles to education and
In terms of assertiveness

(E), Cattell

amongoccupations, it is most associated with
those requiring bol dness and courage (p. 86) . 1
11

11

In terms of the most salient differences between the samples on
the Cattell,

Bachtold s surrrnaryof her research is equally well-suited
1

to my own, Each group of womenis set apart by those personality
11

characteristics

which appear to be adaptive to their professional life

styles and role expectation

11

(pp. 77, 78).

BSRI
The use of the BSRI in the present study was intended, not only to
elicit

group differences,

specific instructions.

but to experiment with the use of situation Another intent was to assess whether the finding

of an association between low sex-typing and willingness to engage in

1Differences in Fare not particularly
typicality

noteworth in terms of the sex-

dimension, since older persons typically score lower and the

sextypical group had a higher proportion of older women. Whenthe data
were broken down by age, this decrease in Fas a function of age was
confirmed for this sample.
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the even more extremely asextypical behavior of participation

in male-

dominated fields describe themselves as at even greater variance with
the sex-linked feminine role.
The similarly high endorsement of both masculine and feminine items
by both samples has been discussed.

Both groups showed high endorse-

ment of the masculine dimension, para 11el to their similar
profiles on the Cattell.

11

competency

11

While the atypical womenshowed heavier

endorsement of masculine items under all instructional
ferences were not great enough to give a significant

sets, group difmain effect.

This

is congruent with the Cattell data, where the more extreme scores on
competency-related scales by the asextypical womenwere not large
enough to be the most noteworthy differences.
Group differences on the BSRI resulted from differential
ment of feminine rather than masculine items.

endorse-

While both groups

strongly endorsed feminine items, asextypical womendid so to a significantly

lesser degree, resulting

significantly

in mean Androgyny scores which were

less sex-typed, i.e. more in the sex-reversed direction,

for the asextypical sample.
The fact that both groups were highly androgynous both in their
self-descriptions
of their

11

across the two situations

and in their descriptions

ideal woman does not rule out the possibility
11

typical womenmay be subject to greater role conflict.
and social situation

instructions

feminine descriptors

respectively,

perceived as

11

inappropriate

11

may tend to elicit

that the sexHhereas the job

more masculine or

neither setting would be clearly

for either sex.

The groups may differ

in the degree to which they can comfortably engage in roles vihen they
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are more explicitly

defined as male-appropriate,

as would be the case

with such roles as being an engineer or pharmacist, for example. The
asextypical womenmay be more willing to express their competencyrelated traits

in~

occupational sphere.

Demographicand Family Background Factors
There is little

evidence from the demographic and family background

data that asextypical womenrepresent the warping of achievement drives
toward peculiarly "masculine" goals.

Rather, the atypical womenappear

to have even more of those family background and personality factors
related to the development of competency and achievement than even the
sextypical group.

For example, the parents of asextypical womentended

to be even better educated, the fathers and mothers more frequently
professionally

employed, the mothers more frequently in the work force,

than those of the sextypical group.
The major predicted group differences emerging from the questionnaire were three, (1) the importance of different

types of models in

the development of asextypical career choice, as mentioned in autobiographical essays, (2) the higher rate of maternal employment, and (3)
the greater frequency of firstborn

status amongthe asextypical women.

All of these differences were predicted on the basis of the literature
review, and can be seen as contributing to a more enriched environment
for the asextypical women. The asextypical womenmore frequently
experienced situations

which would lead them to value endeavors 11
unfemi-

nine11according to cultural definition,
to engage effectively

to expect themselves to be able

in a wide range of activities,

comfortable engaging in "deviant" activities
counterparts.

and to be more

than their sextypical

Before discussing these major findings and their impli-
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cations on this enrichment point of view, differences in age which were
not predicted will be discussed.
Age. Whereas the asextypical womentended to be more uniformly
young, more than a quarter of the sextypical group was between 45 and
50 years of age.

Most likely this group differences reflects

the fact

that the sextypical occupations have been open to womenfor manyyears,
while the social climate has only recently becomemore favorable for
womenentering atypical fields.

Discriminatory admissions policies for

graduate programs in 11male11 fields have only recently been mitigated
by Affirmative Action policies.
The younger age of the asextypical womenhas interesting
tions.

implica-

The asextypical womenmore frequently went through college and

graduate school during the 60s and ?Os when exposure to the ideology
of feminism could hardly have been avoided. Aside from the direct
exposure of the media, many of the asextypical womenencountered faculty
and friends who actively encouraged and/or persuaded them toward
masculine 11 academic and employmentendeavors.

11

The sextypical women

were those whose educational maturation more frequently occurred during
the 1950s era of the

11

feminine mystique11 when homemakingwas encouraged

over career and working womenwere 11homogenized11 into a few narrow
paths.
Following the social-learning

model, the changing sociocultural

mi.lieu can be seen as affecting both a woman's expectancy of being able
to achieve and the value she places on a traditionally

male occupation.

To the extent that society has becomeless punitive toward role-innovators and has changed so as to increase the confidence of womenthat
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indeed they can realize their

11

ideal 11 occupational aspirations,

the mem-

bers of the asextypical sample have more frequently benefited from such
enrichment.
In light of the age discrepancy between the two groups, combined
with their shared "competency profiles"
on the BSRI, and background facilitating

on the Cattell,

high androgyny

high achievement, it seems

likely that many of the sextypical womenmight have gone into asextypical
fields had the opportunities

been open to them and had they been encouraged to explore them during their high school and college years. 1
Male influences.

One of the predictions confirmed in this study

by the information obtained from the autobiographical essays was that
different models were salient for , ~extypical and asextypical women. The
probability that these data were affected by biases inherent in the
retrospective

method is clear.

Asextypical women,for example, may more

frequently mention men because of their present consciousness of working
in 11male11 fields.

Nevertheless, if one takes the essay data at face

value, it appears that the sextypical womenmore frequently experienced
the positive influence of women-- non-parental female relatives

and

teachers, models outside the nuclear family; whereas the asextypical

1A comparison of personality and sex role attributes

of the older sex-

typical women
· compared to the younger membersof each group would be
enlightening.

If indeed the older sextypical womenwere more similar

to young asextypical women,one would expect to find greater discrepancies on the BSRIand Cattell in comparing sextypical and asextypical
womenin the same (younger) age cohort.
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womenmore frequently mention the positive influence of men -- their
fathers,

male teachers, boyfriends and husbands, in general, people with

whomthey are more intimately involved.
As a perusal of the essay data indicates,
of male models is highly variable.
tions for the differential

There are several possible explana-

role of males in the two groups.

the factor of exposure may be important.
strong orientation

the "positive influence"

First,

While both groups share a

toward competence and achievement, the sextypical

womenhad fewer models of either work or professional involvement close
to home. The asextypical womenmore frequently reported greater
involvements with their fathers and more frequently had professional
fathers and/or working mothers.

Thus they more frequently

to information regarding at least one professional career.

had access
By default,

the sextypical womenmay have needed to go beyond the nuclear family
for role models appropriate to their high achievement needs, and these,
by virtue of the occupational structure,
occupationally .sextypical.

would be more likely to be

Also be default,

the sextypical womenmay

have had to rely more heavily on books and the media which would generally tend to narrow rather than broaden their occupational horizons.
(Womenon Words and Images, 1972; Hoffman, 1977).
Greater involvement with a supportive father might contribute to
an earlier

experimentation with asextypical role activities.

Asextypical

womenreport, for example, working with science projects,

erector sets,

and math problems with fathers'

These early

support at an early age.

experiences a11ow a young girl to assess the
her own skills

and proclivities

II

goodness of fi t

11

between

and those appropriate to asextypical
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fields.

A girl raised in such a situation would be more likely to

value male activities

and to feel confident in her abilities

to compe-

tently engage in them, in comparison to her sextypical counterpart.
Finally, strong support from father, male teachers, husbands, and
boyfriends may provide womenwith the assurance that they can be highly
competent and achievement-oriented in "masculine" endeavors without
jeapordizing more heterosexual goals.

Early experiences with a suppor-

tive father may "inoculate" these womenagainst later pressures to be
sex-appropriate,

and predispose them to seek males sympathetic and

unthreatened by their androgyny.
The trend for asextypical womento have more important male
models tends to be substantiated
data than the essays.

by several less subjective sources of

The fathers of asextypical womentended to be

more frequently professionally

employed. About one-fifth

of the asex-

typical womenas compared to less than a tenth of the sextypical group
had fathers employed in the professions.

l~hile a minority of even the

asextypical sample had professional fathers,
fessional roles were sufficiently

references to fathers'

pro-

frequent in the essays to suggest

that, when present, a professional father is an important influence.
The importance of male influences is further suggested by the
finding, contrary to prediction,

that the asextypical womenwere signi-

ficantly more likely than the sextypical womento have brothers.

The

prediction that they would have fewer was based on weak empirical
ground, specifically

on the results of two studies.

Helson found few

of the PhD. mathematicians in her study to have brothers, and an insignificant trend for the more creative ones to have.fewer brothers than
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the less creative ones. 1 In the Hennig study of womenbusiness executives,

none of the womenhad brothers,

born to inherit
factor.
positively

but the tendency for the first-

the family business was probably the more important

In this investigation,

the presence of male siblings

with asextypical career choice.

sample bias.

correlates

This may merely reflect

On the other hand, brothers may orient themselves to

masculine 11 endeavors and serve as significant

11

models and/or sources

of encouragement, or have a more subtle influence by evoking sibling
rivalry and eliciting

the achievement values and behaviors of their

parents.
Maternal employment. The typical mother of the asextypical woman
was likely to have been employed prior to the advent of children,
more frequently went back to work as family responsibilities
With the higher professionalism amongasextypical

fathers,

and

lessened.
it seems

doubtful that the mothers of asextypical womenwould be more motivated
to return to work for financial

reasons only.

Rather, it seems that

they valued employment and were thus more likely to model both actual
participation

in the work force and values consonant with career achieve-

ment for women. Several womenmake mention of the role of their mother s
1

employment. For example,
Mother, who worked from the time I was 8 was the greatest
influence on my decision on career. I always had her as a
11
•
role model for wanting a career rather than being a 11Mommy
Mymother has always worked. This influenced me to expect a
career. As early as 6 years of age, I remember helping mother
when she worked at home.

1of the four mathematicians in the present study, three had brothers.
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An economist writes,
Mymother was a university professor (fine arts) and as a
widowwas self-sufficient,
so it was always a given to be
self-sufficient
and to aspire to a professional career.
The current finding of higher maternal employment amongasextypical
womenis consistent with the literature

reviewed earlier,

and suggests

that maternal employment is not merely a determinant of academic
achievement or participation
the atypicality

in the work force.

This factor may affect

of career choice in several ways. Vogel, Braverman,

Braverman, Clarkson, and Rosenkrantz (1970) note that maternal employment status may be a crucial factor in determining the degree to which
parental sex roles are differentiated

by the young child.

According to

this line of thinking, when a mother is employed, there is not a clearly
modeled association

between work and the masculine role.

And the division of labor within the home is likely to be affected (Weil, 1961). 1

Thus a child whose parents both work outside the homewill experience
less parental sex role differentiation
broader conceptualizations

and will consequently develop

of both masculine and feminine roles.

ous studies support his notion.

Hartley (1960) found that elementary

school children with working mothers saw more similarity
activities

Numer-

between the

of men and women. King, McIntyre, and Axelson (1968) found

that 9th graders with working mothers perceived women's careers as less

1oata from the current study, however, suggests that the division of
labor may be differentially

affected as a function of the sextypicality

of a woman's occupational role.
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threatening

to the marital relationship.

the more father participated

Of those with employed mothers,

in household tasks, the more accepting

their children were of maternal employment. Altman and Grossman (1977)
in a study of college age women, found that daughters of working mothers
had broader sex role concepts and more frequently planned to work than
their peers whose mothers had not worked outside the home. In her
review of the literature

on the effects of maternal employment, Hoffman

writes,
the ' data indicate that maternal employment is associated with
less traditional sex role concepts, more approval of maternal
employment, and a higher evaluation of female competence ...
There is some support for the idea that daughters of working
mothers are more independent because of modeling their more
independent mothers. Evidence also suggests that the daughters
of working mothers have higher achievement aspirations. (p. 300)
Having a mother who is or has been competently involved in the work
world appears to contribute not only to an acceptance of work as congruent with the female role, but also to the perception of even 11men1 s
work11 as appropriate for women. And the early expectation of career
fostered by the presence of a working mother may be particularly
tant for asextypical

fields where early preparation

impor-

in math and the

sciences is often facilitative.
Sibling status.

The high prevalence of firstborn

children among

high achievers is well documented (Rosenberg and Sutton~Smith; Matarazzo,
1972).

In the current study, occupationally

more frequently firstborn

than equally highly educated sextypical women.

Sibling status may contribute to asextypical
by fostering

asextypical womenwere even

career choice indirectly

high levels of achievement motivation and/or intelligence.
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Howmight sibling status contribute
and achievement behaviors?
first

to the development of competency

In a culture where most parents want the

child to be male (Hoffman, 1977), when the first

child is female,

parental needs for an achieving child may overcome more sex-typed attitudes.

The experience of playing alone, with minimal sibling

and competition may give youngsters a head start
autonomy, initiative,

istic

of adult asextypical

independence" character-

of birth order is in terms of the

development of greater intelligence
intelligence

may facilitate

among firstborn

likely to foster
in asextypical

While factors

related

to firstborn

high achievement generally,
fields

children.

Excep-

access to or pursuit of male profes-

sions, and appears to be more commonamong firstborn
1975; Matarazzo).

to function well

women.

Another possible contribution

tional

in the development of

and confidence in their ability

on their own, the precursors of the "rebellious

pressure

children (Zajonc,
status would be

to the extent that women

need even higher levels of independence, self-

confidence, and intelligence
would expect firstborn

to move against the societal

grain, one

status to be more prevalent in this group, as is

the trend.
Summary. While both the asextypical
many of the characteristics

and sextypical

of the highly educated population from which

they were drawn, the pattern of differences
gests that indeed, there is an asextypicality
a dimension representing
the work force.

samples share

between the two groups sugdimension above and beyond

high academic achievement and participation

The pattern of differences

is consistent

"enrichment" hypothesis proposed by Almquist and Angrist.

in

with the
Relative to
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their sexty pical counterparts , t he asextyp i cal womenhave more frequently
been exposed to prof essiona ll y employed fath ers , emp·loyed mothers and
more hi ghly educated mothers and father s.

In additi on they are more

frequ entl y firstbor n and as a group te nd t o be younger th an the sext ypi cal women. These differe nces have been dis cussed i n ter ms of the
great er exposure of t he ase xtypical wom
en to a cultur al environment
"enriched" by the i mpact of fe mi nis t ideology dur i ng their college and
graduat e school years.

The role of firstborn

st atus and working mothers

i n the develo pment of t he unusual independence f acilitating

occupational

innovation was also mentioned, as well as the impact of persons in the
immediate social envi ronment who modeled and/or encouraged an integration of competence with being fe mal e.

While the sextypical womenshared

many f actors contri butin g to academic achi evement, both fa ni ly background and essay data suggest that t hey les s fre quentl y had sali ent
pr ofessio nal l:lodels i n their

fa mil ies, that they were more- fr equent ly-

influenced by women outs i de the nuclear famil y , and per haps by default
by

media port rayals of "appropri ate" fe minine occupatio nal behavi or,

and tha t th ey te nd to be more conventional
typical sample.

than the wom
en in the ase x-
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Chapt er V
CONCLUSION
The major purposes of the present invest i gatio n are:
that the re are correlates

t o demonstrate

of ase xtyp ical career choice above and beyond

those related to high ac ademic achievement , and to assess the relati onshi p of sex-typing on the BSRI t o non- laborator y cross - sex behavior ,
experimenting with the use of situation-specific

instructions

on t he BSRI

in t he process.
Data from the presen t in vestigation

i ndi cate t hat the sextypica lity

of one's care er is an important dimension whic h goes beyond r.iere academic
at ta inment .
distinguishing

In support of this cont ention, major differen ces were f ound
occupationa lly asextypical women f rom equall y hi ghly

educated sextypi cal women. Several demographic and fanil y background
var iab les signifi cantly differ ent ia te d the two groups . On the whole,
asext ypi ca 1 wom
en te nded to be younger, consiste nt with tb e enri chin_g_
impact of the fe minist movement.

As predicted,

the asextyp ic al wome
n

were more f r equently firs t born, more frequentl y had mother s who were or
had been employed, and tended t o mention men, es peci ally f athers,

as

having positiv el y influe nced the ir career devel o~nent .
The ase xtypical women v,ere signi fica ntl y differe nt from their se xtypical counterpa rts on the Catte ll l6PF and on the BSRI . Although b ::h
groups tended to have "compete ncy" profiles

on t he Cattell,

wit h the

atypi cal womens howing the more extr eme score s, the major group di f fe r ences are more acc uratel y conceptua lize d, not in ter ms of competency related traits,

but in ter ms of t he different

behavio rs appropriate

r ole expectat i ons and

to ase xtypic ai and sextypical

employm
ent.
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On the BSRI, the sextypical

gr oup tend ed t o endorse f emin in e it ems

sig nificant ly more than the ase xtypical group, v,i th resulting
effects for groups on Femininit y and Androgyny scor es .
womenconsistently
typed direction.

main

The sextyp ic al

rated the mselves and their "ide al " in a more sexAs on the Catte l l , however, the asext ypical women

tend ed to score higher on the cor.ipeten cy-r e lated Mascul i ni ty items than
their sextypica1 counter parts,
statistical

although the differences

did not reac h

significance.

In general,
frequently

the members of the asextypical

group seem to have mor e

been exposed to paren t al models and value s which do not

enforce a division
a cultural

beb1een femini nity and occupati onal competence, to

milieu more supportive to female innovati on, to earl y exper i-

ences contribut i ng to higher valuin g of "masculine" act ivities
hig h expect at ions of being able to succeed in such activiti es.
the differences

and t o
Alth ough

are sometimes small , they consiste nt ly show trends fa-1/-

or in g greater achie vement orie ntati on and i nte gra ti on of competence
with the female role among the asextyp i cal wom
en, and a more convent ional
stanc e and less "enric hed" background among 1•1
omen i n the sext ypic a l
group.

While both gro ups of women tend to exhi bi t and aspire to an

androgynous mi xture of co.!D_2e
tenc e and wannt h and express iv e trai t s ~
t he as extypical women t end to de "onst ra te gr eat er comfort expr essi ng
thei r achievement needs in cle arl y i dentifie d "mal e" domains .
As regards the use of th e BSRI in the cur re nt study , th e res ul ts
support Bern's labo ra t ory findin g of an associ ati on betv een low sexty pi ng and v,1i 11i ngness t o engage i n cross-se x behavi or .

Both gr oups

!
I
.,._,....
____1-,___

_

_

_________________

~---

I
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were involved in asextypical achievement by virtue of having attained
the masters degree or equivalent.

Consistent with their conmitment to

academic attainment more consonant with societal expectations for men,
and at odds with the feminine stereotype,

both groups describe themselves

as highly androgynous under both job and social instructional

sets.

Womenwho share demographic and family background characteristics
which foster asextypically

high academic achievement exhibit and aspire

to an androgynous mixture of competence and nurturance.

Those women

engaged in the asextypical fields are doubly involved in cross-sex
behaviors, and, as expected, gave self-descriptions

on the BSRIwhich

were at even greater odds with feminine sex-typing.
The use of the BSRIwith situation-specific
ported in the present study.
in their self-descriptions

instructions

is sup-

Both groups endorsed more feminine items

in the social situation

and more masculine

,

i~s

in the job situation,

social situation
job situation

lending support to the supposition that the

is more salient for feminine role behavior while the

is more salient for masculine role behavior.

effect for Instructions

was significant

for Masculinity, Femininity, and

Androgynyscores, lending firm support to the sensitivity
for eliciting

situation-specific

finding that situational

The main

differences

of the BSRI

in self-description.

set can so strongly influence

The

scoring on the

BSRI raises important questions in regard to the prevalent use of the
instrument with general self-description
ficult

instructions.

It is most dif-

for a subject to rate herself on the adjectives on the BSRIwith-

out inferring a situational

set when none is presented.

in an additional source of variability

This may result

which could be controlled somewhat
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by the introduction of the situation-specific
possibility

instructions,

a

clearly worthy of further study.

A feminist economist, Barbara Bergmann,was recently quoted as
saying,

11

Breaking downoccupational segregation is the largest single

problem, the key to equal woman's rights

11

(

Womenat Work" , p. 70).

11

High academic achievement and expressions of competence in other than
traditionally

feminine spheres are still

largely male prerogatives.

The high androgyny and exceptional competence of both the asextypical
and sextypical groups in the present study suggest that socialization
in the feminine mold of high nurturance and low competence may actually
11

11

work against academic attainment in~

field,

women's achievements in even traditionally

tending to restrict

female occupational domains.

In a society which cultivated the unique competence and nurturance capabilities

of each person, regardless of gender, there would be a much

broader representation of womenacross occupational categories . While
the economic, social, and legal supports of occupational segregation must
be confronted directly,

the picture is likely to change only with radical

changes in sex role socialization.
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UN I VER SITY OF RHODE
KINGSTON,

ISLA N D
R. I. 02881

D ep artment of P syc hology

I would
like
to thank
you for agreeing
to participate
in my
rcsenrch.
As part
of my doctoral
dissertation
in psychology
at
I am investigating
a variaty
of
the University
of Rhode Island
and personality
characteristics
of women who are
t~ckground
empl o yed in different
occupational
categories
and who have
receivad
specialized
training
beyond
the bachelor's
degr2e.
As you ~ay know,
women who meet both
of these
criteria
are
few
and far
betwaen
in the Rhoda Island
area
and I am therefore
particularly
grateful
for your willingness
to give
some tine
to
my p~ojact.
I and oy doctoral
co~nittee
are enthusiastic
about
th~ ?Otantial
c~ntribution
this
research
will
~ake an1 ! balieve
your
tine
will
be w~ll
spent.
As soon as I have
analyzed
the
results
of tais
study
I will
share
with
each
of you a nora
and implications
of
l~tailed
account
of the purposes
i fin1ings
7
my rese:irc:i.
please
real
the
Before
filling
out the enclosed
m~terials
7
following
directions
carefully.
You will
need
about
two hours
to complete
all
of the materials.
It is important
that
you
co~plete
the materials
in the order
they
are presente1
to you.
P l~ase
work ceref ully
anc. th0u g:1 t fully,
without
re t1lrnin;
to
to take
more
look
at or chansa
)revious
answers.
You m3y want
than
one sittina
to co~pleta
thes~
n~terials.
This
is fine
as
lon 8 as you finish
the section
you ar3 working
o~ before
taking
to sections
already
completed.
If any
a break
and do not return
in the study,
of your
friends
or colleagues
are also
participating
please
Jo not discuss
any of the enclosed
materials
until
you have
e.nj returned
the~.
botl.
compl~d.
that
there
is no identification
requested
You may notice
in the enclosed
materials.
Do not sign t~a~ so that
yo~r
Please
complete
the materi3ls
as
a~ony~ity
can be 6 ~aranteed.
soon as possible
and return
all
of the stapled
materisls
plus
the
th3 stamped
nanila
e nvalo~e.
T~e
g ree~
test
boo k let
to me using
enclosed
postcard
is to be signed
and returnee
separately
so that
I will
know thet
your
~aterials
h~ve been
returned.
questions
at any ti~e
don't
hesitate
to call
me
If you have
~ither
at ~y home (4~1-733-)519)
or 2y office
at the university
(40 1 ·-792-59 86).
I hop~
you enjoy
participatinG
in this
important
study.
I
leek forward
to sharin~
the results
of ny research
with
you when
fh e project
is complat;~
7hank you again
for your
coopcr3tion.

Sincerely,

5)1a~0l,{
y;~ l~
c,-:;.
e an n e

L e l!l k au

-
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BIOGRAPHICAL
QUESTIONNAIRE
Part I. Please take a few minutes to remember back as far as you
can to your childhood and adolescence. List below the experiences/
people/ influences which you think were significantly related to your
present career choice. If there were major turning points in your
.orientation towards a career, please include these in your list,
describing the nature of each turning point and your age when it .
occurred. (Whenyou mention people in your list, please be speci fic
about their relationship to you, their occupation, sex, etc. without
giving names.)
l.

-----------------------------

2.

-----------------------------

3.

-----------------------------

4.

-----------------------------

5.

-----------------------------

6.

-----------------------------

7.

-----------------------------
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8. ________________

_

9. ________________

_

10__________________

_
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BIOGRAPHICAL
QUESTIONNAIRE
Part II In answering the following questions, please feel free to
clarify any of your responses by making notes in the margins.
l.

Your present occupation

-----------------

"Please describe briefly the nature of your job responsibilities.

2. What percentage of your employmenttime is devoted to executive
or administrative responsibilities?

3.

a.

0-20%

b.

20-40%

C.

40-60%

d.

60-80%.

e.

80-100%

{Circle one.)

Howmanyyears have you been employed in the general occupational
category specified in #1 {Circle one.)

4.

a.

Less than one year

b.

1-5 years

c.

5-10 years

d.

10-15 years

e.

15 years or more

Approximately howmuch of your time is devoted to the occupation
specified in #1 {Circle one.)
a.

Less than 10 hours per week

b.

10-20 hours per week

c.

20-30 hours per week

d.

30-40 hours per week

c.

40 or more hours per week
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5. What is your annual income from the occupation specified in
# l?

(Circle one)

a.

Less than $5000

b.

$5000-$9000

C.

$9000-$13000

d.

$13000-$17000

6.

Your present age-------

7.

Education:
Undergraduate college from which degree was earned

Major

------------------Degree earned
Year
--------------------Graduate school
---------------------Major
---------------Degree earned----------

Year----------

Other graduate school

------------------Major
---------------Degree earned---------

Year---------

Are you presently working on a degree?

-------------

If yes, explain
8.

---------------------

Are you (Circle all that apply. J
a. Single
b. Married
C.

Widowed

d. Divorced
e. Separated
f. Remarried
g.

11

Living with someone11
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9.

If married, divorced, separated, or widowed, when did you first
marry? (Circle one.)
a. Before college
b. During college
c. After college but before graduate school
d. During graduate school
e. Since completing graduate training

10.

If you are or have been married, how old were you when you first
got married?

11.

If remarried, when did you remarry?
a. Before college
b. During college
c. After college but before graduate school
d. During graduate school
e. Since completing graduate training

12.

If remarried, how old were you when you remarried?

13. · If married, what is the occupation of your

14.

15.

-------husband?-------

If married, what is your husband's annual income from the occupation
specified in# 13?
a.

Less than $5000

b.

$5000-$9000

c.

$9000-$13000

d.

$13000-$17000

e.

Over $17000

In what religion were you raised?
a.

Protestant

b.

Jewish

c.

RomanCatholic
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d.

Other (Please specify ________________

e.

None

)

16. · What religion do you currently practice?
a.

Protestant

b. . Jewish
c.

RomanCatholic

d.

Other (Please specify ________________

e.

None

)

17. Please indicate the highest educational level completed by each
of your parents. (Circle one each)
MOTHER a. Grammarschool or less
b. Somehigh school
c. High school graduate
d. Someco11ege
e. College graduate (Specify major----------

)

f. Somegraduate or professional training
(Specify area

------------------

)

g. Graduate or professional degree
(Specify area
FATH
ER

------------------

)

a. Grammarschool or less
b. Somehigh school

c. High school graduate

d. Somecollege

__________

e. College graduate (Specify major

)

f . Somegraduate or prof essional trai ning
(Specify area_________________

)

g. Graduate or professional degree
(Specify area

___________

)
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18. With whomdid you live while you were growing up? (Circle a 11
that apply).
a.

Mother

b.

Father

C.

Step-mother

d.

Step-father

e.

Brothers and sisters

f.

Other (Please specify

)

19. Please describe any circumstances such as parental separation,
divorce, or deaths in the family which altered your living situation as you were growing up. Specify the nature of the change,
your~
when any such changes occurred, and with whomyou lived
during all periods before you turned 18.

20.

21.

Indicate the economic level which best describes that of your
family while you were growing up.
a.

Lower

b.

Lower middle

C.

Average

d.

Upper middle

e.

Upper

Howmany brothers and si sters do you have? (Circle appropriate
numbers).
Older brothers
Younger brothers
Older sisters
Younger sisters

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4+
4+
4+
4+
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22. In what country were you born?------------,:23. Howmany of your parents and qrandparents were born outside
the United States? (Circle appropriate number.)

24.

Parents

0

1

2

3

4

Grandparents

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

What is your racial background?
a.

Negro

b. Oriental

25.

26.

27.

C.

Caucasian

d.

Other (Please specify

)

Please indicate the major occupation of your father during each
of the following time periods.
a.

Before your birth

b.

Betweenyour birth and the time you were 6 years old

c.

Whenyou were 7 to 12

d.

Whenyou were

13

------------------

to

---------------18
---------------

Has your mother been employed outside the homesince her marriage?
a.

Yes

b.

No

If your mother has been employed, please check below whether her
employmentwas full or part time for each time period
Part time
Before you were born
Betweenyour birth and 6
Whenyou were 7 to 12

Whenyou were

13

to 18

Ful1 tirr.e
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28.

If your mother has been employed, please indicate her major
occupation during each of the following time periods.
a. Before your birth
b. Between your birth and 6
c. Whenyou were 7 to 12
d. Whenyou were 13 to 18

29.

Howmany children do you have?
a. None
b. One
c. Two
d. Three
e. Four or more

30.

List the ages of your children.

31.

Did you take time out from employment outside the home to raise
your children?

--------------

a. Yes
b. No
32.

If you took time off, what was the total amount of time you were
not employed due to your commitment to raising your children?
a. Less than one year
b. l to 3 years
c. 3 to 5 years
d. 5 years or more (Please specify

34.

)

-------------

If you are married, who in your family takes major responsibility
for each of the following? (Check appropriate column for each.)
You
a. Food shopping
b. Preparing meals
c. Cleaning up after meal~

I

Spouse

Other (Specify)
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You

Spouse

Other(Specify)

d. Washing clothes
e. Sweeping and vacuuming
f. Taking out garbage
g. Small household repairs

J

h. Paying the bi 11s
i . Gardening
j. Mowingthe lawn

34.

If you have children, who takes major responsibility for each
of the following (Check appropriate column for each.)
You

Spouse

Other( Specify)_

a. Supervising or taking care
of children during non-work
hours
b. Talking to children .1 s
teachers
c. Taking children to doctor
or dentist

35. If there are any unusual feature of your family background which have
not been mentioned, or if there is any additional information you
would like to add to clarify any of your responses, please feel free
to respond on the back of this page.
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BSRIl
1

I
Never or
almost
never
true

2

3

I

I

Usually
not
true

Self reliant

I

Sometimes Occasionbut infre- ally true
quently
true

---

Yielding ----Helpful
Defends own
beliefs -----

Feminine ---

Dominant---

Reliable --Analytical

Soft-spoken_

Jealous ---Has leadership
abi 1iti es --_

Often
true

Conceited

Sympathetic __

Moody------

I

Forceful

Cheerful

Independent ---Shy ______

5

4

Sensitive to the
needs of
others ----

6

I

Solemn ----

Tactful

Willing to take
stand ____

Ambitious __
Gentle --Conventional

Affectionate --Theatrical

Wi11i ng to take
risks ----

Aggressive __

Assertive ---Flatterable ----

Understanding --Secretive ---

Gullible --Inefficient

Makes decisions
easily ----

Acts as a
leader ----

Compassionate -----

Childlike -Adaptable __

Loyal
Unpredictable ---

Sincere ----

Unsystematic ---Competitive ---Loves children ----

Truthful

Strong personality ------

Does not
use harsh
language __

Warm----

Tender ---Friendly ___

_

I

Usually Always
true
or almost
always
true

Likable --Masculine --

Conscientious --Athletic -----

Happy_____

7

Individualistic -----

1specific instructional sets for the three BSRis administered to each
participant are given in the text, page 44.

_
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Table l
Summaryof Agencies, Institutions,
Participants

Occupational
Classification
Asextypical
Accountants

and Industries from Which

Were Recruited

Agency, Institution,
or Industry

Location

Bird and Son
Arthur Young.and Company
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Company
Foxboro Company
Providence and Worcester Company
R.I; Division of Taxation

M
·M
M
M
RI
RI

Architects

R.I. School of Design
Bradford Everett Landscape Company
The Architects' Collaborative
Goodyand Clancy Association, Inc.
Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzeig, and Moore
Inc.

RI
RI
M
M
M

Chernists

U.R.I. Chemistry Department
R.I.J.C. Chemistry Department
Arthur D. Little
Polaroid Research and DevelopmentDiv.
U.R.I. Graduate School of Oceanography

RI
RI
M
M
RI

Computer
Scientists

Mitre Corporati on
Bolt, Branek and NeumanInc.
Raytheon

M
M
RI

Economists

Arthur D. Little

M

Engineers

Camp,Dresser, and McKee
Cardiodata
Polaroid Product Engineering Div.
Polaroid Research and DevelopmentDiv.
Digital ComputerSpecial Systems Div.
Arthur D. Little

M
M
M
M
M
M

Financeers

Mass. Bay Transportation Authority
Colonial ManagementAssociation, Inc.

M
M

Geographer

Environmental Protection Agency

RI

Managers

Polaroid Research and DevelopmentDiv. M
Mitre Corporation
M
Digital Central Engineering Div.
M
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Table l (Continued)

Occupational
Classification
Marine Scientists

Agency, Institution,
or Industry

Location

Marketing

U.R.I. Graduate School of Oceanography
N.O.A.A.
Colonial ManagementAssociation, Inc.
Arthur D. Little
Honeywell Information Systems
Systems Planning Div.

Mathematicians

R.I.J.C. Mathematics Department
R.l.C. Mathematics Department

Pharmacists

R.I. Hospital
Miriam Hospital
Mt. St. Joseph's Hospital
Park School Pharmacy
R.I.J.C. Physics Department

Physicists
Planners

RI
RI
M
M
M

RI
RI
RI
RI
RI
RI
RI

R.I. City Planning
R.I. Statewide Planning
Boston RedevelopmentAuthority
High School Principals Rhode Island
R.I.S.D. Admissions Office

M

Sociology teachers

Middlesex Jr. College
Fisher Jr. College

M
M

Miscellaneous

Boston RedevelopmentAuthority
Arthur D. Little
Office of the Mayorof Boston

M
M
M

Mass. Cooperative Extension Service
U.R.I. Departments of HomeEconomics,
Cooperative Extension, Nursing
R.I. Hospital Nutrition Clinic
NewEngland Dairy Council (Mass.)
NewEngland Dairy Council (R.I.)
R.I. State Health Department

M

School administration

Sextypical
Homeeconomists

Librarians

U.R.I. University LibraTies
R.I.C. Library
Cranston Public Libraries
Kingston Free Library
RichmondElementary School Library
Mitre Corporation
NeedhamPublic Library
Dorchester Public Library (AdamsSt.)

RI
RI
RI
RI

RI
RI

M

RI
RI
RI
RI
RI
RI
RI
M
M
M
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Table 1 (Continued)

Occupational
Classification

Agency, Institution,
or Industry

Location

Nurses

U.R.l. Department of Nursing
R.I. CommunityMental Health Assoc.
Kent County Hospi ta l
Rhode Isl and Hospi ta l
Butler Hospi ta l
HumanResource Institute

Rl
Rl
Rl
RI
RI
M

Speech Pathologists

R.I. Hospital
Sargent Rehabilitation Center
Newton/Brookline Collaborative for
Handicapped Children

RI
RI
M

Teachers

RichmondElementary School
BuckinghamSchool
Charlestown Elementary
South Road Elementary School
Infants and Other People
Harvard Yard Child Care
Univ. of Mass. Day Care (Harbour)
Ellis Memorial Center Day Care

RI
M
RI
Rl
M
M
M
M
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Table 2
Numberof Recruits and Percentage Response for Each Occupational
Classification
Occupational Classification

Numberof Recruits

Percentage Response

Asext.}'.'.Qical
Accounting

8

75.0%

Architecture

9

66.7%

Chemistry

7

l 00. 0%

Computer Science

4

75.0%

Economics

3

100.0%

Engineering

8

100.0%

Finance

2.;

100.0%

Geography

1

100.0%

Management

4

75.0%

Marine Science

4

75.0%

Marketing

4

25.0%

Mathematics

4

100. 0%

Pharmacy

6

l 00. 0%

Physics

l

0.0%

Planning

6

83.3 %

School Administration

2

l 00. 0%

Sociology Teaching

4

50.0%

Miscellaneous

3

66.7%

HomeEconomics

23

78.3%

Library Science

21

85. 7%

Sext,tQical
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Occupattonal Classification
Nursing
Speech Pathology
Teaching

Numb.erof Recruits

Percentage Response

21

90.5%

6

66.67%

15

80.0%
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Tab1e 3
Educationa1 Status of Asextypica1 and Sextypical Participants

Participants

Asextypicala

Sextypica 1b

Masters or
Equiva1ent

Ho1ding Second
Master or Pursuing
Additiona1 Degree

Coursework
only Beyond
Mastersc

54.7%

18.8%

26.6%

63.7%

15. 9%

20.3%

bn=69
cThese individuals were not actively pursuing degrees
nor did they hold more than the single masters or
equivalent at the time of the study.
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Table 4
Annual Salary of Partners (N=74)

Participants
Asextypical

Sextypicalb

a
n=35
b

n=39

a

$5000

$5000-9000

$9000-13000

$13000-17000 $17000

2.9%

2.9%

11. 4%

31.4%

51.4%

7.7%

2.6%

l 5, 4%

12. 8%

61.5%
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Table 5
Reported Socio-economic Status of Parental Home

Participants

Asextypical

Lower Lower-Middle Average Upper Middle Upper
a

Sextypicalb

a
n=64
b
n=71

0.0%

21.9%

51.6%

25.0%

l. 6%

1.4%

21. l %

50.7%

26.8%

0.0%
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Table 6
Highest Educat i on Completed by Fathers

Did Not
Fini sh
High School

Par ticipants

High School
Graduate

Some
Coll ege
Co17ege Graduate
or Some
Graduate

Gr aduate or
Profe ssional
Degree

\✓ ork

Asextypical

0

Sextypicalb

15. 7%

23.4%

70. g~;

25. 01;

2Pf.'.
J ,o

18.2 %

16.9%

15.5%

26.7 %

12. n

a
n=64
b

n=7l

Table 7
Highest Education Complet ed by Mothers

Participant s

Asextypi cala

Did Not
Finis h
High School

l 2. 5;;

-

29.7%
--

Sextypical b

a

n=64
b

n=7l

77 . 07;

College
Some
Colle ge Graduate
or Some
Graduate
\•J
or k

High School
Graduate

35. 2~s

-

Graduate or
Profess ional
Degree

10. 9%

37.5%

9. a:

12.7%

31.0%

4. 2°.

---
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Table 8
Type of Maternal Employmentfrom Birth Through 18

Participant

Professional (MD,PhD,
DDS,or JD}

Other
Employment

Home-Maker

Asextypicala

3.25%

58.06%

38.71%

Sextypicalb

0.0%

50.0%

50.0%

a

n=62
b

n=70
Table 9
Type of Paternal Employmentfrom Birth Through 18

Participant

Professional
(MD,PhD, DDS,orJD)

Other Employment

Asextypicala

19.35%

80.65%

Sextypicalb

8. 51%

91.49%

a

n=62

b

n=70

-
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PLEASEREADEACHESSAYCAREFULLY!
Below is a list of persons who may play an important role in the
career development of the womenwriting the essays. A person may have
a positive effect on a woman's development by being an available model,
source of support, or encouragement. An individual may have a negative
effect by discouraging or expressing disapproval of a woman's activities or aspirations.
For the first two questions, if either or both parents are mentioned, check ALLboxes which apply for a given essay. Thus, if a
parent is mentioned as both a positive and negative influence, please
check both. If "parents"are mentioned, score separately for mother
and father.
Posit i ve
l.

Mother/Stepmother

2.

Father/Stepfather

Negati ve

For the following individuals, place a check in the box to the right
only if the individual is mentioned in a positive light.
If the same
person is mentioned in two categories -- such as when a boyfriend is
mentioned who is again mentioned as a husband, check both. If the sex
of a teacher, friend, or relative is not clear, check nothing. (If
sex is obvious but not specified, check accordingly).
3.

Husband

3

4.

Boyfriend, fiance or other romantic relationship

4

5.

Male relative

5

6.

Female relative

7.

Male teacher or advisor

7

8.

Female teacher or advisor

8

9.

Male friend (not specified as husband or romantic
relation) or acquaintance

9

(non-parental)
(non-parental

10. Female friend (or acquaintance)

6

10
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For questions ll-13, please put a check next to each that applied for
a particular essay.
ll . Menti on of 11
practical 11considerations in determining career direction.
EXAMPLE-"After my divorce when I needed to work, the
easiest route was to go back for my degree
in teaching.
-12. Mention of specific skills, abilities or preferences
11
EXAMPLE-I always enjoyed tinkering with things. 11

1--1

11

l_l

13. Mention of barriers which were overcome in the process
of moving toward a career.
11
EXAMPLE-I had to pay my own way to go to college. 11

l
--

Examples of parents mentioned as positive influence --11
Myfather was an engineer. 11
11
Mymother always thought womenshould work. 11
11
Myparents always encourage me to do well in school. 11
Examples of parents mentioned as negative influence --11Iknew I didn't want to be a housewife like my mother.
11
Myfather • discouraged me from pursuri ng engineering.

11

11

"Neither of my parents expected me to do well in school. 11
(If parent is mentioned but not in negative light,

score as positive.)

